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Fewer students
opt .for pass/fail
minor field... said Wolf. who
The failure rate of courses received a masters degree from
.
taken under the new pass/fail UNH in 1970.
This original pass/fail option
grading system last semester
·
doubled over the previous began in 1969.
Apparently the reason for the
semester, according to Associate
change was to help uohold
Registrar James Wolf.
The number of students taking academic standards." Wolf said.
a course pass/fail dropped by According to other sources the
stringent pass /fail grading
over 2,500 since the University Omore
YBICm
\\ Cl:)
t'lldl'.(tH.I
10
Senate pa;,;,cu cl I c::,ulullon, effective in September 1976, requiring dlsLourage use of the pass/fail
option to ease through University
a grade of C (2.0 > or better to pass
requirements.
those courses.
Earlv last semester a conSecond semester of the '75- '76
academic year was the last troversy developed between the
semester a pass/fail course could students and admimslratwn conpass with a grade of D- (0.67) or cerning a claim that only inbetter. Under the latest pass/fail coming freshmen should be afgrading system those students fected by the new . pass/fail
receiving a C- (1.67 > or below fail · grading system .
the course.
Students claimed their grading
nuring the fall semester of the was governed by the on listed in
·,r,-•77 academic vear 544 students
their freshman catalogue. J\.ss.i.'l.The sign and fence ar~ explicit in their message, but w-ith1111ie snow dumped on Durham this
too~ courses wi°th the pass/fail tant Vice Provost of Academic
winter, the white stuff is enough to keep anxious tennis enthusiasts off the Huddleston courts
option_ This is compared with Affairs Clarence Porter, who has
for a few months. (Nick Novick photo)
:J,045 in the spring semester of the
since left the University, claimed
'75-76 academic year, Wolf said.
all students would be included in
The failure percentage of those the new pass/fail requirements.
taking a course pass/fail under
StuctPnt Hor:tv President Jim
the latest grading systein was
O'Neill said the n~w pa~~/fail
15.8 percent, said Wolf. The
spring semester of 1976 recorded system was a '"changt' in
grading ."
The
degree
a failure rate of 7.8 per cent .
"We expect a few F's given last requirements listed in a student ·s
semester will be changed due to freshman catalogue are what a
would be taken care of in if it was at all possible."
error but there have been none so student may follow without
By Gary Langer
Dreyer was moved to North far that I know of," Wolf said last ('hangP Kut ·the grading system
The fire that destroyed the in- January," said Hurwitz.
O'Sullivan said he forwarded Congreve room 58 after the fire in • week. Wolf said he did not know 1..:an be changed by the University
terior of room 358 in North
of any petitions being filled to Senate and will affect all studenCongreve last Thursday night the letter to -Peter Ohlenbusch, her room.
ts. O'Neill said.
3ianco said Dreyer "will not be request a change of grade.
was probably caused by an work control coordinator, on Jan.
O'Neill added that he hoped to
r.harged with a contract break,"
Wolf added that the only comoverloaded extension cord, ac- 4.
Ohlenbusch said the job was because she told Hurwitz she was plaints received at the registrar's S('e a proposal \vhich would lower
cording to UNH Fire Chief Paul
not given any priority due to using a heater.
office were in the form of the present pass/ tail grade scale
LaRush.
Hurwitz said that Dreyer told questions . These were received to allow C- c.1s a passing grade .
LaRush said an electric space other "emergency responses"
Lvdia Crowson, chairwoman of
heater had been plugged into the over the January break. These him she "specifically remem- last fall from students and
the· Academic Standards Comemergencies·, said Ohlenbusch, bers turning· the heater off when teachers, he said.
extension cord.
"Four years ago about 4,000 mil l 1'('. said. "There is still no
The use of such heaters in dor- included installation of an oven at she left the room.
"I'm sure she thought she tur- students were signed up for written policy" , to support or
mitory rooms is in violation of the Stillings Dining Hall, installation
room/board contract between a of showers in the Quad and ned, it off," said Bianco, "but pass/fail. That. was when rc•fule the students· claim. "All I
pass/fail could be used to explore
student and the Office of Residen- repairing pipe freeze-ups and FIRE, page8
courses outside the major and PASS-FAIL, page 4
tial Life, said Director of steam leaks.
O'Sullivan said that John
Residential Life David Bianco.
Congreve Hall Head Resident Saqnders, pipefitter foreman for
Larry
Hurwitz
said
that the Service Department, contacBy Gary Gilmore
sophomore Kim Dreyer, the oc- ted him on Jan. 13. Saunders told
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission CNRC) upheld yescupant of the burned-out room, O'Sullivan the radiator would not
terday an order by its Appeals Board to indefinitely ban contold him she was using an.electric be fixed until the beginning of this
struction of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
heater at the end of last semester semester.
The NRC met for four hours Monday morning to hear
Ohlenbusch said that Saunders
because the radiator in her room
testimony from the Public Service Company of New Hampand another Service Department
did not provide enough heat.
shire(PSC), New England environmental groups and the
Bianco said that electric employee went to the room
NRC's own staff. The vote was unanimous.
heaters "constitute a safety during the January break. "They
An exception was made to theappeals board decision allowhazard. We should have been able found a board with books on it on
ing PSC to continue only excavation work at he Seabrook
to move her to another room,'' he top of the radiator," said Ohlensite for a short period of time. Public Service was to supply
busch, "so whatever heat there
said.
information on continuing excavation by Thursday, Feb. 10.
Hurwitz said he wrote to was wasn't getting into the
The NRC will make a final ruling Feb. 18.
Assistant Director of Residential room.''
Public Service will also be allowed to store new construcWhen Hurwitz returned at the
Life Malcolm O'Sullivan at the
tion material on the plant site if it shows it will otherwise sufend of last semester. Hurwitz end of the January break, he
fer severe financial penalties.
said his letter advised O'Sullivan found that the radiator had not
On January 21, the NRC Appeals Board ordered a halt to
that there was a heat problem in been repaired. Hurwitz contacted
cc:nstruction as of Feb. 4. The NRC overruled that decision
rooms 358 and 260 (one story O'Sullivan, who told him the job
Jan. 24 pending yesterdays hearing.
below 358) because they are cor- would be done in "the first week
The Appeals Board objected to the original construction
ner rooms at the north end of the or two" of this semester, said
permit Jan. 21 because 1t was cond1l1oned on federal approvbuilding. The letter said that Hurwitz.
al of the plant's cooling system. It was also concerned that
"The Friday after the fire
Dreyer was using a heater in her
other possible sites were not adequately considered.
room "To supplement the heat would have been the end of the
The Appeals Board also ordered Jan. 21 that the Atomic
second week," said Hurwitz.
provided by the University."
Safety and Licensing Board reopen hearings on whether the
Bianco said Hurwitz and
Hurwitz suggested in the letter
plant should be built.
that the January break would be O'Sullivan "did what they are
The PSC is currently appealing a decision by the Environ_a good time for the Service charged to do" by contacting the
Department to fix the ''urgent Service Department. Bianco also
NUKE, page 15
said that "The student should
problem.
"My hope was that the thing have been moved out of that room

By Don Burnett

Radiator was not working

Heater blamed· in dorm fire

Nuke
work
halted
•
again

Safety
They are "little
green men" who walk
dormitor~ corridors
by night, checking
closets and dryers,
ironing rooms and
kitchenettes. What
else do these nocturnal guardians do? See
the story on page 3.

.500

Crew
Crew
worker,
b11;ilding set for Crime
on Goat Island. One of
the many who helped
_ put on The American
Theater Festival at
UNH. See page 12.

Who would believe
that the UNH basketball team would be
playing .500 ball at
the beginning of the
st>ason? Well it is. See
tht> stories page 20 and
22.
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News Briefs

Former trustee says hoard
is planning for the future

1

Writing ability
Universities and cplleges throughout the nation are "moving :
vigorously" to improve their writing programs, reports The New
York Times.
The national average on the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test,(SAT) has dropped from 478 to 434 over the past 12
~n.
,
In response to concerns about the deterioration of a students'
writing abilities, Cornell University has appointed a dean for
writing, the first such position in the country.
The College Entrance Examination Board will include a 20
minute essay section in its English composition test next fall.
The Times reports that the drop in student writing abilities is
attributed by some to insufficient high school writing programs.
Others blame the influence of mass media, claiming it lessens ·
the need for students to write.

Mills holds open forum
University President Eugene Mills discussed his · attitude
toward the proposed restructure of the University Senate which
includes more faculty power man open rorum hell.I in tht:: MU:B '
yesterday.
Mills said that over the past few years he had become increasingly aware the faculty in the ·University Senate was not
given its proper responsibility.
.
.
Mills explained to the audience o{ about 15 students that he felt
it was important the Univenity put academic and educational
responsibility in the hands of the faculty by giving them a "central role" in University governance.
He said he believes the faculty should serve in their "ap11
propriate, traditional role.
Although Mills was advocating a greater role for faculty in the .
senate, he said his stand was not "a judgement on students but in
the interest of the quality of education at UNH.''
Mills stated that any restructure of the University Senate would
have to be voted by the senate itself.
Mills outlined three general groupings of senate restructure
proposals under consideration by the Faculty Caucus.
One proposal would keep the present Senate structure with a .
change in jurisdiction. Faculty would have academic jurisdiction.
Another proposal calls for separate facuity and studenLsenates.
The third type ,would create a separate Academic senate con.sisting of both student and faculty senators with the faculty the
majority.

By Gary Langer
Dunfey was coordinator of a skilled personnel."
An increasing number of "trustee retreat" held at
In order to avoid "duplication"
qualified in state students will be Merrimack . Valley Branch ,of staffs within the System, saidl
denied admission to UNH due fo (MVB) on Jan. 14. Dunfey said Dunfey, a visitmg professor
enrollment limit of 10,500. said the retreat was held by the program could be used to provide
former Trustee William Dunfey Trustees to discuss "where the three campuses with the "exlast week.
we've been and where the System pertise" of some professors at
The University Board of . should be in 1980."
·· UNH.
Trustees will meet this situation
Dunfey, who left the Board
"We're not going to rape
by making the three System . when his term expired in Decem- Durham," said Dunfey. He said
campuses at Keene, Plymou•"'
er, said the goals and methods that UNH is "the core of the
and Merrimack Valley "firs1. 11scussed at the retreat will be System" and must help maintain
choice institutions,'' said Dunfey. . worked into spfcific programs by and upgrade the other campuses
The programs and facilities at the Tru·stees' administrative in the System. "We've got to use_
these campuses should. be board. The programs will be what talent is available," he said.
upgraded, .said Dunfey, "so the voted on by the executive board
Dunfey said the University
parents of in state students won't and the Turstees in a few weeks, System should function in a more
feel neglected or offended if they said Dunf ey.
unifiect tash1on. A sharing 01 ·
don't get into Durham."
"It's a very frustrating thing, resources among the campuses,
Dunfey said~ a program to trying to provide more public . he said, "is better than having
· upgrade the quality of education education without having the each campus fighting for its slice

Drug enforcement
,The New Hampshire office of the Federal Drug Enforcement
Administration <DEA) has established a "Diversion Investigative Unit" to curb the illegal spread of methampJietamines (speed) in the state.
The umt, which has a budget of $128,000, will begin both undercover and overt investigations on Feb. 14.
Robert Bottorff, new agent-in-charge of the DEA, said use of ·
marijuana and cocaine are on the rise in the state. He said
marijuana comes into the state "in almost any way you can think
of.
"Cocaine is the 'in drug,' · said Bottorff, ''because there's a lot
of it and it's not physically add°icting."
Bottorff said he took the job as head' of the DEA "because I
knew it would be a challenge. 11

at the three carnpuooo "could in

rooourcoi:: to do it," ho ~!lid

elude using some of the talent of
the University <in Durham) in a
visiting professor program."

Dunfey said the University
System "will have to make the
highest · and best use out of its

of the pie .

TRUSTEES, page 17

Student groups seek more funds
By J ay~_e Sears
as a major student organization,
Four of the eight student they need increased funding to
organizations funded by the. fulfill their responsibilities to the
Student Activity Tax (SAT) have University.
Student
Video
Tape
requested increases in their 77-78 The
preliminary
SAT
budget Organization (SVTO) said they
proposals submitted to the .need approximately $6.000 more
Student
Caucus.
Three next year. Since the organization
organizations reouested no in- was granted a $4,000 loan from
Associated
Student
crease in their tentative SAT the
, Organization (ASO), the Caucus
budgets and one asked for less.
The Memorial Union Students estimated the SAT increase at
about $2.000.
Organization (MUSO) requested
WUNH-FM requested a $1,298
the largest SAT budget increase,
MUSO is seeking an additional increase in SAT funds. The
$3,730. The proposal would in- . station claims they must have a
crease MUSO's SAT budget from microwave-link transmitter to
solve their signal and noise ratio
$22,529 to $26,260.
problems.
This
transmitter
MUSO President Ian Wilson
would cost $9,000. WUNH has
said the bulk of the increase
would permit the organization to made cuts in its budget to compensate for a portion of this exsponsor an additional film series pense.
which would concentrate on a
single subject, actor, or director
The Student Committee on
for a period-of time.
Popular
Entertainment
Wilson said the MUSO SAT (SCOPE) asked for a $780 in•allotment · had remained un- crease in their tenative SAT
changed over the past four years.
budget. The increase would go
'He
claimed
that
the toward public relations, capital
organization is now limited by its and equipment, compensations
budget since MUSO is recognized and the installation of a telephone

; at the Field House for SCOPE's
use during concert performavces. ·
Student Body President Jim
O'Neill presented The New
Hampshire's 77-78 preliminary
budget with an increase of $2,790.
O'Neill did not go into the
specifics of the increas~.
The
New
Hampshire's
requested SAT funds will shift
from $29,801 last year to $29,295
· for next year. This is a $506
decrease in SAT funding.
The proposed SAT budgets for
Student Press, the Granite and
Student
Government
would
remain the same.
Q'N.eill explained to the Caucus;
that if all the increases were approved, the SAT would increase
approximatly five per cent.
The allotment of SAT funds is
decided by the Student Caucus
an(\ then must be approved as
part of the budget of Student Affairs. Presently, students pay
· $11.10 per s~mester to support
SATorganizations.
The Caucus will make its final
decisions on the budgets later this
. month.

,' . .,;ff&t ·

Leo Lessard-- .a political realist
By Diam• Breda 1
Hep. Everett Sackett with the
. His tall and lanky frame oc- result that each campus would
cupies a chair in the second row choose three nominees for trustee
and the ultimate selection o( one
of the 401 Political Science class.
His penetrating blue eyes peer · from among the three would be
from behind a set of wire-rimmed accomplished by the Governor's
glasses. Legislator Leo Lessard . Council.
Lessard is currently a member
W-DoverJ, a 26 year old political
science major, listens attentively of the House E·ducation Committo the introduction lecture of his tee. He believes the $181 million
budget
University bien.hium
professor .
Lessard is currently spon- request will he cut. '.'I'm ·sure it
sortng Ihe student trustee hill in- will be cut, hut by what percentroduced this week to the state tage I'm not sure . The Governor
legislature . Lessard initiated the is very concerned. It does seem
bill hut points out, "There are like the University is the first to
ahout ,fourteen other sponsors in- get shot down, though.
"It's not just the University
cluding President of the Senate
Alf Jacobson < H-New London l that is being cut--evcrything is: I
and President of the Senate know a family that has been
Robert l<'ennelly ( D-Dover) and trying to adopt a child for three
Majority Whip Ruth Griffin ( H.- vears. But, the State Department
of Welfare just doesn't have the
Portsmouth) . ·
The trustee hill provides for the · money to pay tor the necessary
personnel for home studies. It's
election of the student trustee on
impossible to adopt in New Hamp,
.the University System Board of
Trustees. The responsibility for ~hire.," says Lessard . ·
Last week Lessard heard
providing the trustee will be
testimony
concerning
the
rotated among the three schools
elimination of the University
<UNH-Durham , Keene State and
Chancelor 's position . Lessard
Plymouth State J.
·
The student trustee will serve says he does not believe tl,1at the
for one year . This hill also · Chancellor's position will be
eliminated,. "I believe we'll
provides for the current trustee
assign a study committee to
to remain in office. 'tJ'he student
review the ·system. Everyone
trustee is now app<;irrted by the
that tc!itified at the hearing last
governor .
week said they did not wish to
· Lessard introduced a simjlar
abotish the chancellor pos~tion-hill in 1975 which •:was at first
inclu<ling the three sponsors."
vetoed by Gov. Meldrim Thom"I've always been interested in
son . Lessard \\-'.as the only sponpolitics," says Lessard. "I starsor in 1975. The hill was then the
ted in politics in 1964 at the age of
first hill to override. a Thomson
14. ' I . was working in my
veto in the House. The bill missed
hometown of Milton, about 20
adoption by two votes in the
miles north of Dover, supporting
Senate.
J. Oliver Huot, who was running
The 1975 bill was amended by

against
Louis
Wyman for '
representative. Huot won."
Less.ard 's interest in politics
later emerged on the UNH campus in 1!m when he was campus
coordinator
for
George
McGovern . "I tried to persuade
sludcnts to vote for him for
~.r esident," says Lessard.
As 1t turned ,out, a poll later
taken revealed that 72 per cent of
UNH , stuc:ients
supported
McGovern for President. ,
Lessard also worked for
McGovern outside New · Hamshire; ·. As a member of the
·National Student Steering Committee , he travelled the country.
"I travelled to Washington a few
times. We were determining
policy in Washington."
In March, 1974 Lessard became
a :,late legislator. He won his
third election to that office this
past fall, capturing 91 per cent of
ihe vote, but says, "This may be
my last term in the House. I'm
really enjoying county govern
menL and may pursue a county
office."
Lessard was elected chairman
of
the
Strafford
County
Legislative Delegation. Lessard
says that he is now reviewing the
county budget "so we'll hopefully
have a better budget."
Rep. Leo Lessard, UNH student and employee. (Steven
• Lessard is currently sponMorrison photo)
5oring twu other bills with the
3tudent trustee bill "that I feel
needy freshmen," says Lessard.
--a bill to include an additional
are my most important bills."
He says,· "One million and day of dog and horse racing to
They are:
three hundred thousand dollars benefit
the
mentally
and
--a bill lo include sophomores
have been generated in aid this physically handicapped. "It's up
as well as freshman in the New
year for needy students. The , to the racing commission,'' says
Hampshire
Incentive
Aid
federal government gave us Lessard . "But. if they give us
Program. Lessard explains that
$150,000 for grants and the state
ihe bill is currently for freshman.
put up $150,00o: The rest is given
LESSARD, page 16
:Up to $1.500 can be given to a
in loans.''
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Graduates return to tell of the
c,h allenge in findi11:g a career
carefree life to a life of
professional people."
Kessel,
a
1976
Ka thy
mechanical
engineering
graduate, said, "I wrote no letters, made two phone calls and
got two job offers." Kessel said
she was skeptical of receiving
such offers because sh~ was a
woman interested in a maledominated field.
"I had a fear of being given a
job to fill a quota,'' said Kessel.
She said she no longer worries of
being a woman in "a male
dominated world." She added, "I
now have two 40-year old men
working for me and we get along
fine."
Kessel is a manufacturing

By Diane Breda
· manager for the Burroughs Cor"As a sophomore, I had no idea poration_in Manchester.
where I wanted to go in life. I ' "Sending thank-you letters afdidn't know what I wanted to pur- ter an interview is very imporsue as a career. So I went to tant," added Migliori. "PerSchofield House and 'took one of sistance pays off."
their aptitude tests. I frequently
Beupre said he sent 200 letters
stated ~n the test that I liked_ to . to different companies, received
work with people. I scored high 60 replies and three job offers.
as an undertaker.
"Follow-up calls after you've
"I guess the test didn't realize written a letter or had an interthat I wanted to work with living view will prove to a company that
people," said Andy Beupre, a you are interested in them," said
197:l UNH graduate presently Heupre.
P-moloved as a media specialist.
Janice Orlando a business
Beupre was one of eight UNH administration 'major who
~actuates who returned Thursday, graduated in 1975, said she also
rught to speak to students about sent out a number of letters and
transferring from college. to a had a number of interviews. "My
career. _The p~ogram _he~d m the problem was that I didn't think I
Memonal Union R111lnrng \X/!lS wa~ yuctlifieu fur any Job .
sponsored by ,students For
"However, after paying for
Careers and the _Car_eer Plannmg four years of college , the money
that it cost me to go here was
and Placement Service.
·Self-confidence is a necessity reason enough to make me feel
when t,\yin_g to find ~' jo~ aft~r qualified for a job, " said Orlanschool. . said Beupre. Believe m do. Orlando is now working for
yourself and challenge yourself Xerox Corp. as a sales represenin as many areas as you can ."
tative.
"It's helpful that for an inter"I never sold a thing in my
view you have some knowledge life ," she continued . " But they
about the company you want to traiQcd me for one month and in a
work for. It shows you have in- year I was a sales rep ."
centive," said 1976 graduate
Orlando said the biggest
David Migliori, a history major . change in going from college to a
Migliori is now a territory career is "you 're going from a

cneinccr for Tc:11:a:i In:,tl u111eut:,,

"In the near future I 'll be
programming computers.
There's no limit to the independence or the responsibility one
can take on at a job, '' she said.
As a 1974 graduate majoring in
physical education, Tim Tufts
said , " It 's really a shame when
you 've spent four years of your
life as a phys. ed. major and
when you do your student
leaching your senior year decide
you can 't stand it. "
Tufts is now an assistant store
CAREER, page 4

(Nick Novick photo)

UNH's 'little green men'
watch for vandals and fires

,

T.R. Gilbert, supervisor of Safety officers. (Nick Novick
photo)

By Bernadette Mulkern ·
Dressed in green hard hat,
green pants, green turtleneck
jersey under a beige shirt with a
Dexter time clock strung across
his chest, Gerard Beaudoin enters
the office of Residential Life on
the ground floor of Stoke Hall. He
pushes all the exit doors to see
they are locked. He is one of the
men who works from 10 p.m. until
six in the morning to keep the
University free from fires and
vandalism.
They are UNH safety officers.
"Some people call us the 'little
green men,'" says Beaudoin.
"What we are looking for," he
says, "are life and death facts-fire hazards, empt} fire extinguishers, brokea doors,
freezing pipes and problems with
the heating units."
The University is divided into

12 routes which are divided · until the students are in bed.
among the eight men on duty Windows are left open and they
can cause the pipes to freeze.
each night.
Beaudoin starts route six with This is also when there is more
the office of Residential Life. In- vandalism and false alarms."
"We are like the eyes and ears
cluded in this route are Stoke
Hall, the InternationarHouse and of students while they are
sleeping," says Beaudoin.
14 University owned houses on
• He walks through each floor of
and near Garrison Ave.
Before leaving the office of the dorm knowing exactly where
Residential Life, Beaudoin uses all the fire extinguishers are. He
his feet to make sure the door on is constantly making sure they
the safe is locked. "I don't use my are full, checking the locked
hands. In case there is a break-in doors to the outside and windows
there won't be other fingerprints in the lounges and halls.
Beaudoin has worked as a
on it."
He then walks through the safety officer for a year. "I have
ground floor of Stoke, checking run into about everything; fire
the laundry rooms. "Sometimes extinguishers damaged or empty,
safes,
broken
or
the dryers get stuck. They go all open
night and there is smoke all unlocked doors and people who
have broken into buildings. I
around," he says.
"I believe the majority of
problems aren't going to happen SAFETY, page 9

Eligible for SAT funds

Women's Center approved Katz faces new trial
By Jayne Sears
The Student Caucus approved
the concept for the UNH
Women's Center making it an
organization eligible for Student
Activity Tax (SAT) funds.
The Women's Center plans to
sponsor educational films, health
education services and women's
entertainment events.

'i n Hovey murder case

majority
of
the
Center's
programs are "geared toward
women." She explained that if
the organization received SAT
ft,mds, the Center· would have to
change its format to serve both
men and women.
The concept for the Women's
Center
suggested
many
programs. Som_e of the specific

'geared toward women ...
...reach out to }llen'
Kim Cappel, president of the
organization, said she feels
''UNH is lacking in women's
programs in comparison to other
universities."
Cappel said that, if funded, the
Center would also "reach out to
men."
She said all the programs at the
Center would be open to :men
with the exception of the
gynecological self-help service.
She cited the specific programs
for males as the Male-Female
Dynamics Workshop and the
creation of Men's Consciousness
Raising groups.
Cappel admitted that the

programs dealt with childbirth,
discrimination,
women
and
politics, leadership abilities and
gynecological self-help.
Assistant Dean of Students Bob
Gallo, speaking in support of the
organization, said the issues
raised at the Women's Center
would deal not only with what it
means to be a woman in the '70's,
but also the understanding of the
male personality.
The Women's Center has sent a
proposal to Vice Provost for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
and President Eugene Mills to
share the old Alumni House with
the Women's Commission and
Women for Higher Education as

Kim Cappel
a central loca-tion for all three
organizations.
After debating whether the
Center would serve men as well
as women, the Caucus gave its
approval for SAT status.
The budget_ for the Women's
Center will be considered later
this month by the Caucus along
with the other SAT organizations.

By Brent Mace_v
·
A rP.-trial for Joseph Katz, the navy man accused of
mu~der~ng a Portsmouth cab driver Walsfor Hovey last
April 1, m Durham, has been scheduled to begin March
7, in Str_
a fford County Court House.
The first trial ended in a mistrial last December
when the jury failed to reach a verdict after two days of
deliberation.
KAtz had been tried at that time for first degree
murder_
He now faces the lesser charges of second degree
murder and manslaughter.
Defense attorney Alfred Catalfo pleaded for a change
in venue--movmg the trial to another county--last
Tuesday. The motion was denied by Judge Frederick
Goode of the Strafford Superior Cou~~Catalfo argued that his client could not receive a tair
trial in Strafford County because of the widespread
ne,vs coverage of the trial although he considered
coverage by the press both "'ac;curat~ and fair.''
He asked that the trial be changed to any county
other than Strafford, Rockingham or Hillsboro Counties.
Catalfo also requested that the trial be dismissed and
that the jury be sequestered.
Goode denied the dismissal and said that the motion
to sequester the jury was pr~mature.
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Pass/fail

allows associate degree candidates two pass/fail courses in :
their
two-year ' program .
Bachelor degree candidates are
PASS-FAIL
allowed four in J heir four-year
continued from page 1
program .
When taking a course pass/fail
know is what is in my files,"
the student must receive a grade
Cr..Q.wson said.
The present · pass/fail system . of C (2.0) or better to pass._One

pass/fail course may be taken in
the Group I category, (science
and math) ; one course in Group
II <arts, humanities, social science) ; and any or·all may be used
for electives.
Pass/fail cannot be used for
English 401 or for any courses in
. the student's major or minor.

NOTICE:
ALL UNDERGRADS WHO
WERE HERE BOTH SEMESTERS
AS FULL TIME S_TUDENTS WHO
PAID TWO SEMESTERS.OF S.A.T.

· ''to see if there would be anything
I'd be interested in doing in
research."
Dumas said that after several
rejections she had an interview at
Dartmouth to work in the biology
department as a research
assistant. She got the job. Dumas
CAREER
said that after six months of
continued from page 3
working at Dartmouth one can
Manager for Star Market. "Who take graduate course free, which
she is now doing.
ever knew I'd end up in a reDumas advised anyone intail store wanting to be a super
jock?" he said.
terested in research to take a lot
Tufts added that 90 per cent of of labs to learn about using
the employers with jobs available equip~ent because most job apare interested in a person with plications ask for this.
'"As long as you are a little
liberal arts education. Tufts said
he went b interviews for various familiar with some equipment
types of jobs. He stressed that the you'll be·an right. The employees
interview is an important part of will usually train you on their
equipment anyway," said
landing a job.
. ._ .
"I once had an mterv1ew with Dumas.
Arlene Baer, a 1976 home
IBM. They asked me if they gave
me an IBM typewriter if I could economics major who studied
go into every store in downtown nutrition and minored in business
Durham and sell one. I said no," administration agreed. "Companies will usually train you in
continued Tufts.

Careers

"Tho intorvio,.v or thon said ho

really wasn't interested in me as
an employee but since we ttad
another 15 minutes left he would
tell me how to act in an inter- 1
view," said Tufts.
"Never go into an interview
saying you'd like to work with
people," he said. "That just
doesn't go over too big."
Denise Dumas, a 1974 graduate
in zoology, wanted to attend
graduate school after college.
Dumas said she wanted to take
some time off between undergraduate and graduate school

YOUR RESERVED COPY OF
THE 1976 GRANITE MUST
BE PICKED UP BY MARCH 31
OR TAKE THE RISK OF NOT
GETTING YOUR COPY.

thoir

i;pocific

fiold .

They'rp

primarily interested in a person
with a broad background."
Baer said, "After I receive one
job offer that I liked, but wasn't
sure of because of the location ofthe job, I decided to ask my employees for some time to think it
over. They said OK." While waiting, a job in the company opened
up in Boston where she wanted to
work.
Baer also stressed, "If you're
willing to take a risk, take it. Do
what you want to do. If you want
a job, push for it."

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT
•GMAT

• LSAT
•VAT

•GRE

• DAT
•OCAT

•SAT

--1{!

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
,

THE GRANITE STAFF

CALLORWRITE USAT
25 HUNTINGTON AVE .
BOSTON 02116
617-261-5150
FOR INFO ON LOCAL CLASSES

.,.
...

N

llllJC.lnl»IAL CBITER

LTD

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

.

WINTER CARNIVAL '77
AROUND 1HE WORLD
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
February 10

February 11

THURSDAY: 7 pm Bonfire·

FRIDAY: Greek Night of Sin
7 J)m

Torch Arrival .
East West Park
8 pm

THINK SNOW

Monte Carlo
gambling, booths, fun
MUB

Reggae Dance

11 pm Dance - Strafford Rm.

Jamaica Way

l

$1 Students - $1.50 Genera_l

February 13

February 12
I

SATURDAY: · 11 am Snow Sculpture Judging

SUNDAY:

6:45<).m

1 pm NHOC-:. Midday follies team races

R~gister in Outing Club office· ·
by Fri., Feb. 1~, Noon
Prizes!!! ·
Winter Carnival & MUSO present
10 pm

CABARET NITE
with Trent Arterberry & Go!~am
$1.50 students -$2 general & at the door
12 Midnight NHOC Midnight Follies
East West Park
25 cents - couples races enter at park that night

7:30p~

SKITRIPtoWildcat
1:legister by Fri., Feb 11 Noon
in NHOC Office 135 MUB
$11.50 includes bus and all
·lifts except Gondola
SCOPE presents definitely
TOM RUSH
John Payne Band
The Blend
Stu_d ents $3.50-$5.50 general & at the door
Field House
Tickets ~m sale NOW!
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.CAB fights
alcohol

TUESDAY, February 8
ORGANIC SEMINAR: . "Nucleophilic Substitution at
Sulfur,,), Kenneth Anderson, L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m., 12 noon.,
SCHOLARSHIP FUND BENEFIT: Dessert, card party &
silent auction sponsored by UNH Folk .Club . Make reser. , vations with Jane Chase, 742-4986. All proceeds will be
i used to provi&~ scholarships for UNH women students.
! Dallas Hall, St. .George's Church, 1:30 p.m. Admission:
: $2.50.
\
MEN'S INTERCOLLE-GlATE HOCKEY: Brown, Snively
Arena,7p.m.
AMERICAN MUSIC IN THE 20's: Jere Lantz, PCAC M223, at 8 p.m.
.
MUB PUB: .Film, "Great White Hope," 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

abuse
By Cynthia Reynolds .
.
"I think it's sad " said David 1
Belcourt, head 'resident of '.
Engelhardt Hall, reflecting on
the , mount of drinking done on
the l NH campus. "Drinking is
the whole hub of this campus,'' he
said.
Belcourt's
statement
is
strongly- supported by a random
,:.;ample · survey conducted last
year by the Dean of Students office.· The survey indicated 95 per .
cent. of the students on the UNH ,
campus
drink
alcoholic
beverages and 15 per cent of
those students drank close to .
three .:iix-pack::') of !Jcc1 µer

WEDNESDA

weelc

The majority surveyed believed
alcohol use results in property
damage, arguments and sexual
. aggressiveness .
These facts might be looked
uµon with indifference by some,
but others, like Belcourt are
worried. A group of faculty
members and students concerned
about the excessive use of alcohol

Mass,, held

MUB PUB: Rick Bean, Disco, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, February 10

CAB, page6

~

.

.

.

<Wayne King photo)

GREAT BA'¥ MOTOR CO., INC~78 Exeter St. 'Rt. 108
NEWMARKET, NH 038S7

·wATER RESOURCES RESEARCH SEMINAR:
"Phosphorus Uptake in Streams & Its Relationship to Lake
Eutrophication," Robert Peters; New England Center, 3:30
p.m.
· EARTH SCIENCES SEMINAR: "Mineral Deposits and
Plate Tectonics," Patrick Hurtley, MIT; 119 James.
Refreshments at 4 p.m., rm. 124 Lecture,4:15 - 5:15 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Throne of Blood," Strafford Rm., MUB,
6:30 & 9:30 p.m. Admission: $.75 or season pass.
WINTER CARNIVAL: Bonfire, President Mills accepts
AGR torch at East West Park, 7 p.m.
REGGAE DANCE: With Jamaica Way, Granite State
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Students $1; Non-Students $1.50.
MUB PUB: "Stoney & House Rockers," 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, February 11

Tel. 659-3215

LAST DAY TO ADD COURSES WITHOUT $10 LATE
ADD FEE.
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: Holy Cross,
F.H., 2 p.m.
Host
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING:
Yankee Conference, F.H., 3 p.m.
RECITAL: Brian Moore, Violin, Bratton Rm., PCAC, 8
p.m.
MUB PUB: "Buster Brown," 8 p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL: IFC & PanHel present "Nite of
Sin," gambling, games, booths, fun, proceeds go to
l Durham Day Care Centers; MUB, 7 p.m. Dance in MUB :,
Strafford Rm., 11 p. m. Admission: $1.

The 1977 CHEVROLETS ARE HERE!!

Plus

v~ February 9

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE WRESTLING:
House, 7 p. m.

Just 12 new 1976 left
a few c~•pany owned DEMONSTRATORS

1975 Nova 2 Door 6 Cyl. Aut. P /Steering
1974 Pinto 2 Door Low Mileage Aut. Trans.
1973 Vega Wagon Aut. Trans.
1971 Kings wood Wagon 8 Cyl. Aut. P /Str.
1967 Ford½ Ton Pick-Up

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and dfstrib•·ted semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the
Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Phone 862-11'24
or_ 862_-1490. Yearly subscription $7.00. Second Class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total number of cop1es printed 10 500 at
Castle Publications, Plaistow , N.H.
•
'
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f*

SCOPE and Winter Carnival present:

*

:

l
*

I TOM RUSH I*
I THE JOHN fB]t}{Il i
*

PAYNE - BAND

UNH FIELD HOUSE
UNH STUDENTS
AT THE DOOR

1
**

**
33 •50 SUN. · FEB. 13 **
*
*
Q
7:30 p.1n. #

'lP5• 5 0

I

TICKE'fSAT MUB TICKET OFFICE 10 AM-4 PM!
MONDAY-FRIDAY

INFORMATION 862-2195

#
*

l*******.*************************************$.,,.~
ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING-NO DRINKING

ROUT& 1
HAMPTON. NEW HAMP&HIAI!

603-9a8-8149

SALE TIME
SKI PACKAGES
Reg.$192
NOW $139
Beginners
· Expert
Reg. $260
NOW $217
BIG SAVINGS
Certain Boots
$40 OFF with trade
Wind Shirts
Reg. $29.95
NOW $19.95
BARGAINS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
Cross Country Ski Packages including
·
skis, boots, poles, bindings
NOW $69.95 while they lost!

_____________________________
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CAB is not trying to ban alcohol
from the campus, said Gallo but
only wants to focus on alcohol use
and abuse and suggest alternatives to drinking when there is
CAB
nothing to do , such as writing
continued from page 5
poetry or taking long walks .
"I like my good time and party
at UNH have formed an
organization called Concerned with alcohol too, but there's got to
be something more," said
About Booze (CAB).
According to Assistant Dean of Deborah Baker , student coorStudent? Bob Gallo, CAB is "still dinator of CAB. "It's kind of sick
in the coming together stage," He when every time I go to a party
described CAB as "a student everyone is getting blitzed out of
organization interested in com- their minds ."
Baker, a sophomore, said that
munity health."
Gallo said CAB is meant to be CAB 's sole purpose is helping
primarily a student organization students. It wants to avoid thP
and came about after some lat-le of moralizer and temperance
students and faculty members lea~ue, she said.
CAB is not an official student
got together and ran a full page
ad in The New Hampshire last organization because it does not
semester expressing their con- have the required number of
cern that "the extent of alcohol students needed to form one, said
use (at UNH) may not only be a Baker. Baker said many people
prob-lem in itself, but also symp- are willing to come in from the
out,;;inP rnmm11nity to heln - but
ton1ati c of other diffi<;ultioc in
until they reach the status of a
tne soc1ecy m general. ··
The statement also said that it student organization, they are not
wanted to "raise the question of allowed to join.
CAB holds meetings in the
alcohol use at UNH and its effects
on learning, the quality of life and MUB on Mondays at 1 :30 p.m . in
the Hanover Room.
the progress of community.' '

Booze

GENERAL

CAREER

UN H WOMEN 'S CENTER LIBRARY INVENTORY:
Please return all borrowed books & other literature for
inventory to Women 's Center, 1 Incinerator Road ,
Durham .
NO ANIMALS ALLOWED: According to state and local
law, animals are not allowed in the MUB. This policy
will be enforced and violators will be fined.
VOLUNTEER TO TUTOR: Help adults learn to read .
Contact Arline MacIntosh , Adult Tutorial Services, 7725105 .
Cl{AFT COUH.Sf<:S HEGISTRATION: Spring Ctart
Courses include stained glass, leather, silversrn1thing ,
macrame, batik , quilting, weaving, folkdancin l! . oriental rugs and yoga. Register Wednesday, February 9 and
Thursday , February 10, from 10 a .m.-4 p.m , :::ituacnt Ac tivities Office, MUH 126.

IN'TE RVI EWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video
ta;-:,e, lecture and discussion session on the " ins-andoL,ls" of the job interview, Tuesday, February 8, at 6: 30
p ,m., Ca reer Planning & Placement, 203 Huddleston .

ACADEMIC
LAB BAND : Wind and percussion µl ayers , join the
J<'riday lah hand. One credit, no exa ms Fridays , 9-10
a .m ., PCAC-M -1:15.
HOl{SEMANSHIP 402: Lea rr' to ride horse back thts
sem ester I There an: stil I openings in Beginners Horsemanship on MWr 910 am , co-requisite I ::l0-2 :20 H.
Lab fee $1!0. Contact Miss Lin da Bland at the Horse Barn
or call llfi2-1171.
COMPUTf<: H CO UHS J<> " Clus ter Operation ," instruction in the use of keypum:hes , computer terminals , card
readers , line printers a t Computer Services public ter minal elusters . Tuesday, J<'pbruary ll, from , 1-'.l p .m .,
MeConnel1 Hall 104.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
I NTE GRAL MEDITATION SOCIETY : Meditation
e ve r y Wednesday . Bring a mat . All disciplines
welcome. Beginning Wednesday, February 9, at 6 p.m.,
Library, Rm. 21, Floor A.
N .H .PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP :
Organizational meeting, Tuesday, J<'ebruary 8, Senate
Rm., MUB, 8:30 p.m.
ECKANKAR STUDENT ORGANIZATION: Free slide
show and introductory talk, looking for prospective
members, Tuesday, f<'ebruary 8, MUB, Rm. 305, at 7:30
p.m .
SIGMA NU : Open rush at 7 p .m.; Tuesday, February 8
in Carroll Hm. , MUB; Wednesday , February 9, Thursday, February 1~, and Sunday, February 13 in Grafton
l{m. , MUB . Invitational dinner , Monday, February 14,
,,t c; p · rn Allinlor,:u ..:lotlrnt>ninuilorl

•

IWOM CHANGE PERIOD : See your Head Resident or
R.A. Wednesday, J<'ebruary 9 for in hall changes only .
Thursday & Friday, February 10-11 for between hall
ehangcs.
ISA GET-TOGETHER: Come and find out more ahout
International Studenls Association , Sunday , February
1:i, at 2 p.m ., International House .
UNIVERSITY SENATE: Meeting, Monday, f<'ebruary
14 from 4-6 p .m ., McConnell 314.

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS

RELIGION

SPl{ING Tl{ACK: UN H's strongest traek team of this
deeade wants you, begins Thursday, February 10. Contact Coaeh Copeland, 166 Vield House
DISTANCE RUNNERS FOHUM : Wednesday,
Vebruary 9 at 7::m p.m. , Vield House, Rm. '.l9. Faculty,
Stadd, Grads, Men, Women - all welcome .

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Leadership
Training Class (LTC),Monday, February 14, al 6 p.m.,
Carroll-Belknap Rm., MUB.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: " College Life, "
f<'riday , February 11 , at 7:30 p.m., Commuter Lounge,
MUB .

You have something to
share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
-yourself. Find out how .
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
■ I'd like information about
opportuniti.es with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free 17" x 22" God
Made Me poster.
■ I'd like a free copy of the
po's ter only.

Glenmary Missioners
Room 32-321 Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
Name _ ________
Address _ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ State _ __
Zip
Age _ __

NO . l SKI HAT
(Flat, No Pompon)

NO. 3 HOCKEY CAP
( UottomTumed Upw/Pompon

NO. 2SKI HAT
(Square, With Pompon)

NO. 4 WATCH CAP
( Bottom Turned ll p, No Pomp<m)

Per§onalized Hats
SUGGESTED WORDING

Your Full Name - City - State
Club Name - CB Handle and Call Letters
School Name - City - State

SENIORS_!!

MATCHIN,i SCARF$6.95

ORDER FROM

ROXBURY MILLS

Last Chance for yearbook pictures for the 1977 Granite.
Signups will•be:
Jan . .31-Feb. 4
Feb. 7 - Feb.11
Feb. 14-Feb. 1-s
frotn 9-4 in Rtn. 125, lVIUB.

Roxbury, New York 12474

- i->h_----------------------r
:a:-;e
__ ____ ___ ( quantity l of personalized
shiµ

__

hand wash;1.hlP ha.ts at $6.95 t~a . Please fill out your

_ _ ____ . .enclosed .

choic•p of wol'ding. $ _ __

Top Line _-- ~ - - _ __
( l'lt>ase Print -

12

Letters Maximum l

Bottom Line
I f'lease

Print - 12 Letters Maximum

J

Plt'aHe lndlc-11.te \'our Choke11 Below:
Color Of Lettering I I White , : Yellow
Color Of Hat I : Blue · 1 RecJ ! : Green , I Purple
: Orange i Black
Styli':
No I · Ski Hat ( Flat , No Pompon I
, No. 2 - Ski Hat (Square With PomponJ
No. :i Hew key Cap ( Bottom Turned Up With Pompon J
Nu. 4 ·

Wa (c h

(. 'a p I Hottom

1\irned Up, No Pornpon l

ShJp To:

Name

Also, the 1976 yearbooks n1ay
be picked up at this tin1e.

Address
A11k About QuH.J1tity DIH<'ounts For Schools, Clubs, Business, Etc. ·

--~------------------ .----

_________________________________...,..

,..
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P"AGESEVEN

Women's program

htal!!rl!!t J~~~n~~ J?..2!?.

"I wash clothes from 9 a .m. un- it."
til three in the afternoon and then
"Now with the wome;i 's
I iron from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.''
movement you are looked down
In this day of permanent press is upon if you want to be a
that a real live person speaking housewife and that is wrong,
the truth? It certainly is, She is in too " observed one student while
a documentary film entitled all heads nodded in agreement.
One woman disagreed with want-•
"Silvia, Fran and Joy" which expl ores the lifestyles of three ing to be ''just a house wife' ' but
women of the '70's.
said she did want to take care of
The film was shown last Friday her children. There was tremenafternoon to about a dozen UNH dous interest in the woman in the
women in the main lounge of film who didn't want to have a
Jessie Doe Hall. Kim Stevens, the child but her husband did. She
young head resident of Jessie agreed to do so to save the
Doe, is holding a series of marriage.
programs on women which range
"I hated that child for the first
from Friday's discussion "Roles eight or nine months, really hated
and status of women today" to him. But Andy (her husband)
"Tlle le~al rights of women" and loved him," confided the woman
in the film .
"Rape Qr assault ''
"No way would I iron like
"That's why there are so many
that," said a Jessie Doe resident unloved children in the world;' ·
in the lively discussion after the was the general consensus of the
movie. Everyone was clamoring group at Jessie Doe.
to contribute opinions about the
Stevens brought up a 'future
non-working mother, working shock' bit of information for the
mother and divorced woman women to digest. "Liberal sex
documented in the film.
isn't balanced out with a value
Two sisters who both attend system. So the thought being
UNH talked about their mother.
"She loves cooking andcaring for WOMEN, page 14

We're
going to give you ~ne
emphatic statement
about the future
of the
computer industry
and the future
of your career.

APPLY!

TOM . RUSH
THE JOHN PAYNE BAND

If you have a deqree in Electrical Engineering. Computer Science. or Busines s. contact your placement office for further
details . Digital Equipment Corporation is an equal opportunity
employer, m / f.

~nmnomn

digital equipment corpora ti o n

HAVE~
iH EART!

U.N.H. STUDENTS
GENERAL & AT DOOR

3.50
5.50

U.N.H. FIELD HOUSE

Sendherthe

FTD

$U·N.

LoveBundleM
Bouquet for
Valentine's

Weekend

Reach o ut a nd
touch he r with th is
FTD LoveBu ndle'M

j· .

FEB 13
i,

<i. ~ ·

& ·.

TICKETS AT M .U.B. TICKET OF FICE

10 A.M. - 4 P.M. MONDAY - FRIDAY
INFORMATION 862-2195

Bouquet. Your

FTD Florist can
send one almost
anywhere b'Y- wire, the
FTD way. Order early. (Most FTD
Florists accept major credit cards.)
~

~

l

-

-<;~swolillJ ()

.

'

~

~

~

7:30pm

* As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

Say FTD ... and be sure.
©

1977 Florist s' T ransworld Delivery

SOLU""" LY NO -SMOKI NG - NO DRINKING .
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2nd COMING
Used Clothing & Furnitur
Water St. Newmarket
NEW SHIPfyIENT IN!
WOOLS 4 WINTER
i

Now in stock, wool pants & shirts.
Plus large selection of jeans, cords,
winter coats, robes & kimonos,
dresses and old hats
Tues. through Sat.
12-5:

firemen used her room to draw
the smoke out of the hall.
Bianco said the University "is
checking on'' its insurance
liability for Dreyer's belongings.
FIRE
LaRush said three engines and ·
"We're seeking a loan for her
continued from page 1
a
ladder . truck
of
the from the University to get her
we've got a charcoal black room; UNH/Durham Fire Department back on her feet," said Bianco.
that suggests otherwise.''
and the No. 3 engine of the Dover
Robert Taylor, a junior living
Dreyer was not available for Fire Department were called to in South Congreve, said the
comment.
the scene at 9: 15 Thursday night.
residents of Congreve have
Ohlenbusch said that the SerJake Chapline of the University donated over $100 to Dreyer for
vice Department itself provides News Bureau said Dreyer "lost clothes and books.
space heaters for "temporary everything" in the fire .
Three firemen were treated for
situations. When you need heat,
Adjoining
rooms suffered smoke inhalation at Wentworthyou need heat," he said.
minor smoke and water damage, Douglass Hospital in Dover after
O'Sullivan
said . he
has said Chapline.
the fire. Lt. James Breslin and
requested that room 358 "not be
"Everything's wrecked," said firemen Pat Ahern and JohnKip
restored to use" until the radiator freshman Ann Devine of North of the UNH/Durham Fire Dept.
is repaired.
. Congreve. Devine said the were released after treatment.

Fire in dorm

COTnOMniviisUSH -

I
II.SA

CLEARANCE
SALE

mm.xn
PAYNE BAND

THE JOHN

Savings

to

50%

OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1 :00 PM to 6:00 PM
MusLer c harg<' & Bankamcricard

corne/
of Maplewood & Central Ave .
1
-

Portsmouth, N.H.

UNH FIELD HOUSE
UNH STUDENTS
AT THE DOOR

$3.50
$5.50

SUN. FEB. -13

7:30 p.1n.

TICKETS AT MUB TICKET OFFICE 10 AM-4 PM
s MONDAY-FRIDAY INFORMATIQN 862-219$ ~
~
ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING-NO DRINKING
.,
l,....,...,....,....,....,....,....,....,r.r.,r.,r.r..,...r.r..r.r..r.r.r.r..r..r...r.r....o--..r..r..r...r..r..r..r.....-.r.r.....-..r..r.....-..r..r..r.....-..✓-r✓J"'".r✓..,..r..r..,...r.r.r..,...,...,....,.._,.JC

Quebec

NHOC

WINTER FESTIVAL
SPEND WEEKEND OF
FEB 11-13 IN QUEBEC
FOR ONLY 835.00
$10 prepayment on signup
Sign up at AREA II
Community Desk
beginning] an. 24
sponsored by Area II
Pro~ramming Board

WINTER
CARNIVAL
7 p.n1.

Thursday, Feb. 10

BONFIRE

East-West Park

Torch Arrival - Hot Cider
X-C SKIING AFTER IN COLLEGE WOODS

Saturday, Feb. 12

East-West Park

FOLLIES

1 p.m. lVIID·D AY
12 p.m. lVIIDNITE
Hot Cider - Prizes - Bonfire

See Outing Club Office for more information
and list of events. Rgistration is at site.

Sunday,Feb.13

SKI TRIP to WILDCAT
$11.50 including pass and bus
Register at Outing Club Office,
lVIUB Rm. 135, by Friday noon!
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The hard hats are here
so he fills out a form stating the
location and the problem.
Each safety officer tries to
check his route through four
times during the night. If there is
a delay , or men are out sick, they
check the buildings with students
in them most often .
The average walking distance
for each officer is about ten to 12
miles a night. "One man retired
recently after working here 12
years. We figured he had walked
around the world twice in the
distance he had walked around
the campus," says Beaudoin.
Looking out a window in a
lounge he sees two lights outside
that are burned out. He knows he
has to go out and get the numbers
of them to report for repair. It is
importan_t that lights get repaired
promptly.

SAFETY
·continued from page 3
recently saw · someone trying to
get into Parsons Hall. I tried to
chase him but he ran a way .
"We are good samaritans in
relation to students. Sometimes
you hear, 'here comes the fuzz '
but we aren't. ·u we se~
something we will call t_he proper
authorities--police, firemen or an
ambulance."
"If there is any indication of
one of the safety officers being a
rotten apple within six months ,
out he goes," says Thomas
Gilbert, the supervisor of the
safety officers . "Without you
students' we don 't have any employers. ''
Walking through each hall, he

RP~unoin

chocks tho ironing roomB and the

kitchens . Beaudoin says he often
finds ovens and irons still on . He
glances at the garbage cans.
" Trash all over the floor is a fire
hazard."
There are little metal boxes on
the walls in spots in all the
buildings. These have metal stick
~ttachments which the safety off ICers can click into their time
clocks to register the number of
the box and the time the punch is
mad~. B_eaudoin registers a punch
on his tune clock from a box in
a lounge closet at 10:30 p.m.
"This is proof we were in a certain place at a certain time ."
. When the safety officers start
work at 10 p.m., they get a report
on specific problems on that
route that were reported on the
preceeding night. " If I catch a
problem and I know it was reported
before, I don ' t report it
again ," says Beaudoin.
Later he finds a closet door in
Stoke that is stuck but remembering that it was alread; reportoo
he ~ not fill out a condition
report.
·
·
He sees a lounge door that is
stuck and has not been reported

hardly anything was plowed by
the mini-dorms . I had to go
through thigh deep snow to get
inside. You never know if there
might be vandals inside or if
pipes a re broken, "
says
Beaudoin.
"Regardless of the weather
the safety officers are out," say~
Gilbert. "The only tracks you
might happen to see out on some
nights are those of the safety officers."
Beaudoin finishes checking the
. dorm and returns to the office of
Residential Life where he g·ets his
coat before g9ing outside to finish
; route six. When he finishes this
. route he wtlrtake a mid.rug.hi lw1ch ·
, brea~ before starting route
- seven which includes the other
'dorms in Area I, the ad-

it w~u: h~rd to

S::lyl.

minid_r::ition

building

1

-
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FRANKLIN ·
THEATRE

-

C:X II Celchrity Series
presents

JOFFREYIICOMPANY

Tues. & Wed.

Thurs. Only

-Clive Barnes, Xew York , Times

6:30 & 8:30

Feb. 10

6:30 & 8:35

Timothy Bottoms in
" PAPER CHASE"

J()IINSON TIIEATER, UNH
Monday and Tuesday

Fri. & Sat.

Fchruary 14 & 1 :i, at 8 p.m-.
-

St udcn ts & Senior Cit izcns in aclYance '
.

AH Others,

Feb. 8&9

Lina Wertmuller's
"LET'S TALK A-'30UT MEN"

"The hest small classic ballet company
in the country.·"

,

I

bohind

get used to working nights. The · Stoke and the Adams tower at
42-year-old father of seven says it the New England Center.
involves his whole family 1_ Homeward bound at 6 a .m ., he
feels he has done an important '
because he sleeps during the day.
The safety officers work year ''though forgotten'' job during
round. "During the vacation the night while most others are
there were three awful days when sleeping.

·'
_
'

The Professional
Blow-dryer used
in our salon
WONDER WIND 1250
is now available!

Feb. 11 & 12
Walt Disney 's
"THE SHAGGY D. A."

6:30 & 8:30

Comi ng--" LADY SING THE BLUES "
also "MARATHON MAN"

~n

Memorial Union Ticket Office. 862-2290

eadowbrook's
;'/ ,: ,

J
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cRACKE R BARREL
LOUNGE
ii ;

,1 ,l.

Feb. 8 Tues.

Feb. 9-12 Wed.-Sat.

The Blend

Night Flight

I ;_ ___,.\------------

( JI

, Feb. 14-20 Mon.-Sun. CBL' s Dog House

Gypsy Arriber
I

I

:

I

•

Is Coming

I I
I
~ Located off the traffic

·\\'---_--/ \/ /

EATING A IRINl.11&.

SIJ.981
-THE V■ IIY B■ST PRIM• 11-IB EV■II"
Hearty eandwloh•• & Complete
D•nn•r• ... Good ·variety Imported ·
& Domeellc Bottled Beera ... o ~
For Lunch and Dinner _Dally...
Lounge Open To Legal Cloe Ina ..•

· 1e 1n
· P ortsmout h
c1rc
Tel. 436-2700

!

GOOD TIME Guarantee
-Live Entertainment 7 nights

16 3r•

ST. _ltfEB~I.■.
~
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editorial
Women's Center has potential
The Student Caucus ventured onto wobbly ground Sunday night when it made the UNH Women's Center eligible
for Student Activity Tax funding. Despite the objections
that will surely deluge the , Caucus, it made the correct
decision,
A centralized resource area at . UNH for womens information is long overdue. It is refreshing to see the Caucus
r-ecognized this. However, any organization that receives
SAT. funds :· must serve all students of the University.
That is where the hassle lies . It seems a Wompn's lPntPr
would only serve women, thus omitting a significant portion of the UNH student body--men. ·
But its organizers say that will not be the case. The
women who run the center say it can help men. If so, then it
wiii meet SA 1 guidelines and, more lmportantly, provide a
service that many at UNH could benefit from.
C-1llege is a tricky time for male/female rel~tionships. As
students emerge from the relatively controlled social atmosphere of high school, they bring with them to college the
hang-ups they had in high school concerning the opposite
sex.

At UNH, there are new factors to deal with: the opposite
sex living on the the other side of an unlocked door down
the hall, parties and clubs everywhere, no parents or
teachers around to guide interacting social behavior.
For most, the transition is relatively easy. But many have
trouble adjusting, which can make their college lives pretty
miserable.
·
For upperclassmen, the problems might be different:
cohabitation, engagement, marriage, and how to deal with
· the sudden and seemingly limitless freedom of off-camous
Jiving.
The Women's Center has -the potential to help persons
troubled by these or other interpersonal problems. It can
also provide to anyone information about women, which
would greatly aid communication between the sexes as well
as narrow some of the distance put between them by overzealous women's libbers and staunch male chauvinists.
It is reported the Women's Center will request about
$3,000 SAT funding for next year. That is about 30 cents per

student. Considering the Center's potential, that is a
bargain. ·
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To the Editor ,
I sit down and begin to write instead of starting my Spanish
homework, a chronic habit that may
prove fatal if practiced too often.
One of the centers of social activity
on the UNH campus is parties. I went
to one last night. Like the majority of
parties I have attended, this one
displayed the usual characteristics:
separate islands of .chattering young
men and women, stealing glances at
each other and sipping draft beer in
plastic cups. Loud music and an empty
dance floor accompanies this awkward scene. A few brave people bridge
these human islands, take deep
breaths and kindle a conversation;
sometimes it flickers out, and yet
there are some who have a knack of
building forest fires.
If there is a secret for being sociable
and sustaining a conversation, these
firebugs rarely give their secret away.
They are usually the first on the dance
floor and the last to leave, while the
other poor souls hide in their safe
islands and watch someone else dance
with the person they have been eyeing
all night.
Talking to someone you know is
easy; talking to someone you don't is
healthy. I have seen too many parties
become as stale and flat as the beer
that is served, simply because it was
easier for the girls to clump in one
group and the boys in another.
It is a sad commentary to witness
your four years slip by, attending parties and allowing someone you could
have met slip by because you were too
proud, too drunk or too shy to take a
chance.
As for me, I'll be here another
semester if I let this Spanish work slip
by.
Michael Bergeron
Student At Large

Roots
To the Editor:
In response to Bill White's letter
concerning "Roots" in the last issue;
"Trite, shallow, and above all, sentimental" are not the correct words.
Try important or revealing.
Few people that I have talked to did
not like "Roots." The few who
preferred more meaningful shows,
such as "Charley's Angels."<~nny
and Cher" or "Starsky and Hutch," or

those who chose not to watch teJev1s1on
at all, f1lissed an excellent program.
Hailey must have been doing
something right if 68 per cent of the
nightly television viewing audience
tuned in to watch "Roots."
. Perhaps it was not a relaxing or
i pleasant show. Perhaps it was sen· timental, biased and a little overdone.
It did, however, accomplish one thing-it
made the majority of its receptive and
open-minded viewers look at their
ancestry in a differentlight. .
Above all, it was an- education for
those who were willing to let it educate
them. As far as tasteful goes, I know of
very few television· shows presently
that are both tasteful and popular.
· <How many people want to own up to.
· watching "The Waltons"? > It is not
physically possible to duplicate the
tme horrors of slavery .that recent
generations can only read about and
imagine. In short, Mr. White, how
much do you want to see before you
are totally repulsed?
You ask for a more honest presen- ,
tation. n you object to the show as
"trite, shallow, and above all, sen:
timental," I doubt that a larger dose of
honesty would satisfy you. As far as I
am concerned, I would much rather
watch a show like "Roots" than to
waste my time tuning in on some of the
programs that the three major networkshavetooffer.
C.L.

Blood drive
To the Editor:
In the middle of this icy winter of '77,
we all need a touch of romance and
warmth to lighten our spirits. This is
just what we're planning for our
Valentine blood drive on Tuesday,
J<'eb. 15 through Friday. Feb. 18--10
a.m. to :J p.m. at the MUB !
The romance will come from our
theme, "Blood Donors Make the Best
Lovers"--the warmth will c.o me from
seeing you all again.
.
We have a very special appeal for
you on this "love occasion"--your
Vermont-New Hampshire Red Cross
8LOOD Program red; yru to- hlJance
its supply and be prepared in the
event of another invasion of severe
weather .
In addition, parts of the disasterridden 'Midwest, Pennsylvania and
Buffalo, NY need you! If you respond
in greater numbers than usual. we will
re able to f-Elp Un;e wtn,e nl<Xrl sup- ·
pliffi have sufferoo lDlt.old ~ -

A out Letters
Tl,e New HampshirC' accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as '
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any leller.
All letters must be typed, double ~-paced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be '
printed. All letters are subject lo minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The Nt'W Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union
Bailding, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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Let me assure you that the needs of who read this take inspiration from
"our own" will be met first, but with their love of country that their
generosity, you can extend your sacrifice be not in vain.'' Remember is
Valentine Love beyond our borders .
, the key to the future: forgive and
Since meeting unexpected needs and remember, lest we let it ·all happen
serving people everywhere is what again.
Red Cross is all about, we hope ~ou
Marshall C. Hewill
will give the word "Love" its most
sensitive
and
compassionate
meaning!
Jarry Stearns
·vour Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman

Commuter

Protest
To the Editor:
In the name of good journalism, let's
get our history right! The article
"Veterans Gather to Protest Pardon,"
which appeared in the Jan. 28 issue of
The New Hampshire, stated
"Thomson's speech lasted about five
minutes. He recalled General
Douglass · MacArthur's
famous
response of "Nuts" to Hitler 's .
suggestion that he surrender." This is
a gross historical error. The once
famous line "Nuts! " came from
General

Anthuny

Mt:AUllffe

To the Editor :
After boiling in quiet fury for more
than a year, I cannot hold o:f writing
this letter now. As a commuter, I have
felt ignored, walked on, and generally

given last priority around campus. It
would entail banning r_esi<i"'nt students
is almost possible to tolerate some of
from parking in Lot C < lu.ver MlJB J,
the issues, but there is one particular . Lot B r WSBE J, and the tarred part of
problem that has long been
Lot A <Field HouseJ during the day,
overlooked, one that has special and
until 5 p.m. when all the lots are
almost exclusive. meaning to comopened anyway. On any given day, a
; muters . That is the problem of
trip through any of these lots will show
parking, the same old problem of · that far too many spaces in these lots
trying to find a < legal J spot to .l eave
are taken up by resident students'
one 's car within a five mile radms of
cars . Just the fact that they are
Durham.
housed here eliminates their need for a
We have all heard the moans and
car 90 per cent of the time. If they feel
groans of commuters and officials
that they must keep cars in Durham,
alike, but how many feasible solutions
for whatever purposes, they should be
1 have been suggested? I would hke to
forced to store them in the second secstick my neck out and propose the only
tion of Lot A or in Lot D < Alumni Censane. logical, and productive . ter J. If on-campus students lament
suggestion left to alleviate some of th~ with excuses for needing cars, the exproblem. I propose that commuters be cuses could not outweight the com
given top priority to inner lots on cam- muters ' everyday need.
pus and to the front of Lot A. This · I am overjoyed to see the Kari -Van

schedule back to normal after being
cut back last semester, and I encourage everyone to use it as much as
possible. There are many times.
. however. when it is absolutely
necessary to use a car. and that means
. having to park it on campus We
· should be able to park with a minimum
of trouble .
It's time for commuters to be given
a little more consideration at L":\H .
starting with the shifting of parking
priorities. I think I can speak for other
commuters when I say that I have had
enough with starting out an extra halfhour early every day to allow for the
walk from the '· cow pastures ·· back to
the main campus after parking my
car . Is anyone listening?
:-,;ancy Boulanger
Dover commuter
1

... FREEZING Tr-IE E~$TERN
POR't'f ON OF T~E NAT ION
INTO NE.~1' IM~O~ILITY...

at

Bastogne in December 1944 during the
Battle of the Bulge. When the German
commander asked for the surrender of
the besieged Americans, McAuliffe,
much to the amusement of this staff
and the chagrin of the two German
messengers, gave his one word answer. At the time, General MacArthur
was several thousand miles away in
the Pacific theater, and Hitler was
sweating out the battle which he conceived from one of his secret
headquarter . Either Gov . Thomson or
The New Hampshire is. wrong,
but someone should get the facts
straight.
.
f h
A good sense of history 1s one o t e
best .safeguards any society could
have against mistakes with tragic
consequences for the futur~. We
Americans have yet to learn this. Our
old standby maxim "Forgive and
Forget'' has been convenient and comfocting--and it will one day· lead to our
downfall because too often we ignore
the forgiving part and just forget. I am
disappointed <but not surprised> that a
man with such regard for the past as
Gov. Thomson would issue a vehement
, protest to President Carter's pardon:
There is a plaque in the Memorial
Room of the MUB with the names of
alumni "who died in defense of
freedom while serving in the armed
forces of our country." Beneath the
names is a simple inscription: "Let all
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University of ;New Hampshire
announces positions as

RESIDENCE HALL RESIDENT ASSISTANT
for 1977-78
duties:
Resides on a floor with students.
Works with students on an individual basis. Responsibilities include assisting students with community building; personal problems;
programming; working with students
on violations and behavior misconduct; helping to maintain and foster
an atmospher~ conducive to personal
growth and development and successful academic achievemen.t; serving as a liason between students and
the University. Aids the Head
Resident with administrative tasks
and related assignments.

benefits:
Provides significant experience for
students interested in careers in
student personnel, teaching, counseling, human services or related
areas.

qualifications:
Is a full-time student. Eyide.nce of
leadership capabilities is important.
Displays interest in spending time
with people. Demonstates skills in
talking with individuals and groups
of students. Shows knowledge of the
University community. We encourage appliq1tions from graduate
students, seniors, juniors and
sophomores.Applicants are expected
to be in good academic standing.

will

Application materials
be
available in the following Residential
Life Offices from Feb. 14-23:
Area I - Stoke Hall
Area II - Devine Hall 25L
Area III - Christensen Hall,
B Tower apt. .

If you are interested in applying, you
must attend one of the following
candidate interest meetings:
Sunday 2/20/77-6-8 p.m.
Monday 2/21/77-4-5:30 p.m.
Tuesday 2/22/77-6-8 p.m.

compensation:
Single room plus $200 credit applied
toward board annually.

All meetings will be held in the
Merrimack Room of the MUB.
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Shakespeare, Reality, Death, Sex, Violence
spaniel," she says) ~not blast hi~
residents at Greener Pastures
with both barrels <though she did
enjoy nothing about their golden
have nice barrels, don't you
age. They remain nearly immobile
agree? J. The relationsliip of
throughout the play, speak of
Oberon, the Fairy King, to his
death and watch each other die.
Queen and his subjects also was a
Representative of the way
distortion of the play's lines. He
society mistreats old people was
was portrayed as an ineffectual
Mr . Alfred, the proprietor of
bumbler, the other fairies
Greener Pastures. With annoying
laughing at him, while the liMs
regularity, he'd march into th_e
led one to believe he was forc~ful
room and announce mail
;md r~snP.r.t.ed as a r..uler.
call< something for everyone>,
Perhaps I'm bein~ a bit too
snack time<warm broth and
forceful· myself. The production
ginger snaps>, and arts and crafl~
did have some outstanding
time-(soap . carving,
water
qualities of its own. Probably the
C'oloring and paper cutting>. This
most talked-about of these was
regimentation of time with infanthe staging. A trampoline was
tile activities, reminiscent of kincamoflaged into the set, and
dergarten, was appalling, convarious platforms, like high
sidering the mature, sensitive
stools, encircled the tramp.
adults he was manipulating.
Every now and then a flourescentEach time a patient died, two
fairy <they wore luminous make- · male nurses rushed in, tenderly
up in a blacklight of sorts -plac<,>d the deceased on a stretchpra1.:sc g1 yen
them
fo,
au
anotner enUclng fact=t of tilt=
er , unrur1eu a IJJ..t<.:k.-ll i11rn1td
imaginative performance, it 1 showJ would plummet from one
blanket, placed it over the corpse
somehow seems that most of the-' platform only to rebo•md back to
and carried it out of the room.
laughs and applause on Thursday another. At these moments, the
They did this with the pomp and
afternoon were not for the com- aura of enchantment about the
reverence of Marine flag bearers
pany, but for Shukespeare's play play was dazzling.
·
and the efficiency of a conveyor
itself.
The characterizations of Puck,
belt . Always following was a Crew worker for Crime on Goat Island. (King photo)
I'm not trying to deify The that lovablv devilish fairy, and
memorized
form-eulogy
craftsman
"actors"
Bard at the expense, of what . the
delivered hy Mr. Alfred as he elderly people, but had difficulty household.
many thought, was an excellent (especially Bo.t tom) were the ·draped the dead patient's in keeping the pace of the play
The acceptance of this male by
show; I'm simply trying to show real highpoint_of the show. Puck , chair with black crepe . The from dragging. The play was too the three women presents a
nimbly
bouncing
about,
caused
that the foremost reason the
remaining patients stood up and long. Nevertheless the audience psychological study. Angelo is
show wasµ success was because trouble, adding to the fun, and the
mechanically repeated with Mr. applauded enthusiastically at the viewe<fby the women ambivalentthe play itself provided most of · simple-minded ( nearly preAlfred, "Now we ask you, God, to long awaited ena of the_p.lay.
ly each is torn between love for·
the delight the audience soalcerl t-iuman) craftsmen created havoc
offer him a special seat up
Angelo, and disgust with themand
laughter
whenever
they
ocup _ ( and you could see they
there."
selves
because of that love.
soaked up a lot; everyone seemed cupied the stage. The "lion" of ·
The aged patients were By Brent Macey
The inner torment suffered by
in an unusually Puckish mood their little play roared fiendishly,
surrounded by death and are a_ll
Crime on Goat Island by Ugo , these wnmen culminates at the
then broke into stupid chuckles,
when it was over).
but ignored by the living. They Betti, presented Friday night by , end of the play. Here the acting is
and
their
Thisbe
spoke
in
If there were a Top Ten list of
sat in their chairs, morbidly Rhode Island College involves the totally convincing. At other
scripts with the potential for ridiculous falsetto, while the
guessing which one of them loves and lives of three women times; however, the impact does 'I"
sheer delight when staged, surely others made fun of "her," but the
would die next. They were forced and a young man on a remote not reach its fullest potential. In a
A Midsummer Night's Dream real clincher took place when
to sing , "Nearer My God to island off the coast of Greece.
number of places the action
would have to be included . The Puck tansformed Bottom's head
Thee,'' cinrl to look at thin
It was an emotionally tense should have the audience on the
memory boo_ks ' which showed play. It provided psychological edge of its seats. Instead the
their entire lives in a few snap- insight into each of the four main audience was sitting back comshots . And worst of all, they had characters. Their passions and fortably and chuckling at some of
to wait alone for death, unloved , interactions formed the basis for
the most intense moments. A
unremembered . As one woman all dramatic impact. Unfor- fault to be attributed more to the
commented, "I'd love to · hear tunately, the success of this im- acting, than to the playwright.
from my daughter, but she's so pact relied on a neccessity for
Suzan H. Zeitlin, playe_d •
busy with charities."
superb acting by all the charac- leading the female role, Agata.
Exceptional performances t.P.rs and the actine in Rhode
were given by John Young as Mr. ·Island College's production is ofl!y PLAY page13
Sykes and by George Babcock as good, although at times it is.exSenator R<:!,n_dolph. Mr. Sykes is a cellent.
blind, wheel-chair-ridden man
Angelo, played by Dante Be1lini
full of scientific data on the Jr., _is · a tal1, strong, virile,
slowing of the aging process . He young male who arrives at the
is tke questioner and unlike the house of three lonely women on
others he loves life and he has a Goat Island. He comes for the
will to live. He dies begging, sole purpqse of assuming the
"Don'tlet me die."
.
male role in their household. At
The Senator was a caustic, explo- first, he is given a cold shoulder
sive old man. His witty one line by the women, but his charm,
jabs directed mostly at Mrs . garrulity, and physical prowess
Clem, a prudish old drone , wins him the role he sought.
provided comic relief to an
The position he assumes during
otherwise morbidly depressing the second act, three months afplay .
ter he arrives at the island, is one
Without the fine performaces of of total indolence. The women
John Young and George Bab- hold al1 responsibility of running
cock,
These • Ruins A re the household, along with caring
wffi, ,an.. -..,JL" ~
~J1.lili£Jj, ;.
titv~IIF..f af!i ffl'elt
~~
Inhabited would hav~ dragged
for_this young man who, admitLynne Chatis as Titan~a in Midsummer.
unbearable. Even so, the audience tedly, does nothing but talk, think
became fidgety half way and make love. Yet, because he is
through the final act. The rest of the only male, Angelo assumes
written words alone are ol)e fron- into that of an ass, and arrangeu the cast was convincing as
the dominant position in the
ta! a ttack of joy after another, for Titania to fall madly in love
and it is this excellent craftsmen- with this bizarre creature. We
ship on Shakespeare's part that might know the story, but we
makes
Dream
such
a have to wait to see that happy end-·
challenging play to produce. For ing again, that charming
a performance to be really out- . epilogue of Puck's, that sends us,
standing, all that written joy has grinning devilishly, out into the
to be brought alive, three- snow.
A
Mids um mer Night's
dimensionalized, acted superbly as the script was written. And Dream is a play to enjoy, an exif a company doesn't succeed in perience of enchantment, and
this. it is obvious. because Salem
State's
production
the play itself is so _good.
provided a lot of both. But finally,
Salem State's production had a it is not a question of reverence to
lot going for it, but not enough to Shakespeare that concerns us,
deserve that standing ovation, on but a question of how thoroughly
their own. The script had to com- his work can be milked to
pensate for the company's produce theatrical magic we all
drawbacks: the unconvincing enjoy . And while this production
portrayals of the four loverE did a respectable job, it wasn't
(admittedly they are difficult totally successful. Dream is a
parts ) being the most blatant of play that is good t? the last dr!)~,
those . The women lovers, anditshouldbem1lkedforall1ts
especially Hermia and Helena, as worth.
well as Titania, the Fairy Queen,
lacked a conception of what kind
of women they were supposed to
be and the reasons they ap- By .Barbera Scott
Lyndon State College's producpealed to their men. Hermia, for
example, is supposed to be1 tion of Joe Taylor Ford's These .
shocked
and
profoundly Ruins are Inhabited makes a
dismayed when Lysander,spurns powerful statement about the
her, not pouting, mad like a plight of America's so-called
spoiled child who has had her Golden Agers . The play takes
dolly taken away. And Helena i$ place in one room of a consupposed to try to beg her way in~ valescent home, ironically
Dante Bellini stars in Crime on Goat Island.
to Demetrius' heart ("I'll beyout named Greener Pastures. The
Bv G.L. Holbrook
Salem State , College gave;
Shakespeare's A Mids um mer
Night's Dream the old college
try this past Thursday in Johnson
Theatre. The production was part
of the American College
Theatre Festival this year ·
regionally hosted by UNH . They
gave the play a no-holds-barred
interpretation; there's no doubt
about
that.
Trampolines, ·
futuristic platforms, strobic and
blacklight effects -- the audi'ence
at it up, oohing in surprise as
each novel device was shown on·
stage for the first time. They
responded to the show with
almost non-stop la1111htPr Rnd
rewarded the cast with a.standing ovation during_call.
While the Salem State company
cert_ainly _deserved the hearty
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Play
PLAY, continued from page 12
She was the most. convincing of
all the actors. She captured the
mystique surrounding this
strange peasant woman. Her exterior appearance is that of a cold
detatched woman, when actually
she was a lonely woman who
lived a life of intense passion
free from social conventions. Sh~
stood out as the most interesting
and exciting character.
The set for the play was the interior of a small adobe house
complete with rustic dining table
chairs and a water well. Alway~
as neat as a pin, one wonders why
the characters refer to it as a
shambles, ready to fall down.
Their comments were strikingly
inconsistent with the setting.
In the program, Crime on
Goat Islandwas listed as a
''philosophical and psychological
thriller." The play did not succeed in being a thriller, it was
merely an interesting play.

By Ted Pease
T(te American College
Theater Festival ended its 197677 meeting, at UNH, · with a
performance
of
powerful
Federico Garcia Lorca's Blood
Wedding by the Dartmouth
College Players, Saturday night
before an enthusiastic audience
of 725 patrons.
Blood Wedding, written in
Spain during the 17th century, is
a play of violent passions. It is a
simple story of a widow whose
only son wants to marry. The
mother,•who is still in mourning
for her husband and elder son
both of whom were killed in fight~
widi a rival family, agrees with
trepidation
to
her
son's
marriage, to the daughter of a
poor farmer.
The marriage preparations are
d
ma e and the date is set. On the
wedding day, Leonardo, a young
man of the family that had murdered the mother's husband and
~on, appears before the bride. It
is apparent that fhe two love each
other. But Leonardo is married
and the bride has consented to
her wedding.
The wedding takes place and
the bridegroom, who is a
•
good, naive man, is deliriously
happy and can't wait to have his
new wife to himself. The bride
however, is nervous and jumpy
d
th e
an
leaves
wedding
celebration.
Soon Leonardo and the bride
are discovered missing. The
righteous bridegroom and half the
·
h
tbo~dn c ase the runaways. The
~1 egroom feels the strength of
h1s murd~red father an~ brother
and hurnes to a_v~nge his father
and brother by killing Leonardo
d
·th bOth th
The pl
'd
ay en s WI
e
bri egr?om and Leona~do dea~i.
The bnde wants t? ~1e, b';lt_ 1s
stayed from comm1ttmg smc1de
, by the mother. There the tragedy
ends.
. t·
f
f .
A. com b ma 10n o pro ess10nal
actmg,. excellent make-':1p,
cost~mmg, ~tar~ly effecti"'.e
stagmg.. and hghtmg made this
production the highlight of the
Thea ter Festival. Despite last

minute casting changes due to
sudden illness, the Dartmouth
Players were professional and
polished in their production.
• Marilyn Alexander, . wife of
directqr Rod Alexander, replaced
Helen Dunlop at the last moment
because Dunlop was taken to the
hospital for emergency surgery.
Alexander's portrayal of a
widow, whose life has been 'consumed by bitterness against the
family that killed her husband
and son was completely convincing and inspired considering the
time she had for preparation.
Rob Moore, who played the
bride's father, was excellent in
his stoop, his sometimes halting
speech, his intonation and
gestures. He was the complete
elderly farmer.
The outstanding performance
of the evening was by Adrienne
Alexander in the role of the bride.
From the tense stiffness of her
posture to her glaring wild eyes,
Alexander's interpretation of a
young woman torn by passionate
love for a married man and the
dictates of society and family
was impressive.
Alexander effectively showed
the building torment until her
tension at the wedding feast is a
solid presence hanging over the
party. This is obvious to the
audience.
But Blood Wedding's overwhelming triumph was m staging
costuming and direction. The entire cast ~ntered in single file,
down the aisles of the theater, led
by a Priest in a monk's habit
carrying a cross. The cast sat i~
two rows of tall, straight-backed
chairs, upstage, while all action
took place before them downs,tage. Lighting was simple and
effective, isolating action downstage or sidelighting the entire
set.
Although Director Rod Alexander's production of Blood Wedding was highly stylized, the
simple blocking and dignified
movement on and off stage served
to accentuate the precision
and discipline of his players.
There were no slip-ups during the
black-outs and the action
progressed cleanly and smoothly.
Blood Wedding by th f' Dartmouth Players was an impressive evening of theater. It is
too bad that Saturday night was
their only performance at UNH.
By Ted Pease
Under the auspices of the
American College Theaterr
Festival, the Wesleyan University Players from Middletown,
Connecticut, performed Luigi
Pirandello's 6 Characters in
Sea~ch of an Author Thursd<:1Y
evening before 550 people m
I Johnson Theater.
Pirandello's surrealistic
drama is the story of six characters who suddenly appear on
-stage in the middle of a rehearI h h
·
·
sa . T e c aracters, d1sturbmgly
real, like manifestations of an
uneasy dream tell the cast and
director of 'the interrupted
rehearsal that they are the
creations of a playwright who
l
Th ey
never f..
mis h ed h'1s pay.
charge the director with completing their play as they tell him
the rest of their story.
.
.
.
.
. Their story 1s ~ morbid concoct10n of unreqmted love, aban-

doned
children,
lechery,
promiscuity, barely bridled
passions and violence ending in
murder and suicide.
Pirandello's mingling of
everyday reality, in the portrayal
of a theater company at rehearsal, with the nightmarist~y
surrealistic characters, who c,rn~o~ rest until their story is
fm1shed, creates a disturbing effect of reality within reality.
One of the characters defines
the stage as "a place where
pe?ple pretend to be serious,' ' so .
1s 1t a place where people become
something they are not. Pirandello poses the question of who i~more real--the character por. trayed, or the actor who becomes
that character.
The rehearsal's director agrees
to become the characters'
. author and ·_prepares to produce
the play, substituting his own actors in the oarts of the six
characters If this sounds confusing, it is meant to be.
The· Wesleyan actors shadow
and mimic the characters as they
tell tt1e1r story. rnis produces a
visual image of actors becoming
c~ar_acters, per~orming a play
w1thm a play, adJusting from one
reality to another. 1lirandello
means to make the audience uncert?in _as to which play, which
reality, 1s before them.
The most dramatic effect of the
play, is when the _six characters
dressed in mourning, appear out
of a black-out and a cloud of
smokP-. They march in cadencP
toward the audience and the
company, zombie-like, with arms
outstretched.
The reaction of the acting company . to the characters should
have been one of fear nervousness, and disbelief. !~stead
they were nonchalant almost
bored, at this inexpli~able interruption.
This is where the Wesk . an
production failed. The reactior1 of
the actors on stage set the tone of
the audience's reaction . The act,
ing company was unimpressed by
the six characters and so was the
audience.
J·eremy 0.
Caplin and
Elizabeth Evans, who played the
· ~ather and Daughter, respectively, were the most effective in
bringing life to their characters.
Caplin played a closet lecher who
maintained that he ·was basically
. upstanding, moral, and that he
was a victim of cruel fate.
Evans ~as believable in her role
of fallen woman. She too maintained that she was a victim
· having sold herself to support he;
poor widowed mother.
Richard Shulman played the
rehearsal director. He was not
convincingly caught up in the
s~ory the characters orought to
him. Of all the acting company he
should have been the one most involved with the six characters.
He wasn't.
6 Character in Search o.[
an Author was an ambitious undertaking, which required a very
delicate and careful regulation of
effects and tones to produce the
effect of intertwined and peculiar
rea_lities. The Wesleyan Players,
while presenting a creditable
production, · missed in that
regulation of effects and so
Pirandello's point.
1

'

.
"" ·
Lynne Chatis in her non-fairy State. (Mackenzie Photo)

Filni: Throne of Blood
By Paul Kopeikin
Thursday's MUS0 film is Akira
Kurosawa's film, Throne Of
Blood (1957) an adaotation of
William Shakespeare's Macbeth.
If you are acquainted with the
Shakespearean drama the film
will challenge you by the skillful
way it has been adapted. B-ut for
most people the film will be interesting because it is a Japanese
film .
Although foreign films are
receiving greater recognition
with the American film goer,
Japanese film showings are uncommon, except in sections of
large cities where there is a concentration of Japanese speaking
people. And even then vou are
unlikely to see Throne Of Blood,
because Japanese film audiences, like American film audiences, want entertainment above
all else.
· No, Throne Of Blood is not an
entertainment film. anvmore
than Shakespeare is "fun"
reading. And yet, like a complicated poem, the film can be
very entertaining, after you get
past the initial difficulty. The difficulty is that it is the product of a
different society, culture, and
film industrv.
Although Throne Of Blood is
not the best introduction to
Japanese Cinema, its director,
Akira Kurosawa ( 1900- ) is an
excellent filmmaker to start
with. He began directing in 1943,
after working as an assistant
director. He is considered the
most "Western" of the Japanese
filmmakers because of his
knowledge of American film and

..

.

his fondne_ss for its film genres,
most notably the western. The influence of American film is seen
throughout his work, especially
the films of John Ford, who is one
of Kurosawa's favorite directors.
However the American influence is not so noticeable in
Throne Of Blood as in his
"slice--'em--up" films (as opposed to our "shoot--'em--up"
ones) like Seven Samurai
(1954).
Throne of Blood is not
Kurosawa's first literarv adao! tation. He has adapted Dostoevsky's The Idio~ ( 1951) and
Gorki's The Lower Depths
These are Kurosawa· ~ ( n \
literary ventures and they iCcount for very little of h:., overa ll
work.
1
As I have alreaqy said, if you are
lamiliar with Macbeth this is ail
interesting adaption. If you are
not familiar with the play, try to
compare and contrast the film to
American counterparts.
Especially compare it to any
American
adaptions
of
Shakespeare'swork you may have
seen.
The star of Throne Of Blood,
Toshiro Mifune, has starrea m
many of Kurosawa's other films.
Like Swedish Director Ingmar
Bergman, Kurosawa uses a kind
of "repertory company," a group
of actors that appear in many of
his films.
If you would like to read up oh
either Kurosawa or Japanese
film.,n general I suggest you read
th.e books of Donald Richie. He is,
without doubt, the authority on
, the Japanese film ~industry and
· on Akira Kurosawa.

~•D3:G..,o--al'IIIDI•■

Olivia de Haviland m The Snake Pzt, good drama about life •
in a mental institution, channel 38 at 9 P.M.
Wertmuller's Let's Talk About Men at the Franklin. 6:30
and 8:30 P.M.

At midnight Pickman's Model on Night Gallery. Excellent
adaptation of Lovecraft's chilling story. Channel 56.

The Great White Hope is the movie at the Mub Pub. Sponsored by MUSO.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 10

MASH at 9 P.M. channel 7.

Reggae music, at the dance, in the Granite State Room of
the MUB, starting Winter Carnival festivities.

The Giant Spider Invasion channel 5 at midnight. What
can I say?

Timothy Bottoms stars in The Paper Chase at the Franklin.

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 9

Mub Pub with Stoney and the House Rockers, sounds like
a prison chain gang.

Let'sTalk About Men at the Franklin.
• Mub Pub- Rick Bean with disco.
For you who get your kicks watching violence, Roller ball
makes it's TV premiere tonight on channel 7 at 9 P .M.

ToShiro Mifune in Throne of
~lood. This Thursday's MUSO
ftlm.

MUSO film, Throne of Blood directed by Japanese filmmaker Kurosawa.

The Bridge on the River K wai. This 7 Oscar winner is
on channel 56 at 8 P .M.
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Women discuss their roles, status
WOMEN
continued fro':' page 7

tossed around by some is that in
the future, marriage might not be
based on romantic love but on
mutual purposes--~ay, maybe for

only having children, and then af ~ ·
ter they are grown-up, the
couple's marriage will dissolve.''
Stevens steered the discussion
further . "I'm only three, four or
five years older.than most of you .•
Are we ever taught to really ask

the other sex anything? Look at
vour high schoo{ dating patterns .''
"It's all a game," announced
one woman and others looked at
fier and nodded their heads.
Stevens brought out diagram-

med posters that she had ·
prepared for the discussion.
"There are three changes affecting women today and we will ,
talk more in depth about these
over the coming weeks. The first
is legislative-- especially the
ERA.

The second is structures and
organizations; Women are no·w
b~coming managers as well as
set::retaries, doctors, and nurses.
As this happens, women must be
rr.vr(> prepared to better verha lize their thoughts.
"The third change is as a person, and this means marriage
and work and children."
Friday's discussion only began
to touch upon the myriad of topics
concerning womon tocfav whirh.

the UNH community is welcome
to attend. .
Next
Friday's
discussion will be "Women and
work''and will deal with the legal ·
rights of the working women and
dealing
with
power
and
authority. It's too bad that the
womanwhoirons nine hours a day
can't come join in on the Je8:::1e
Doe discussions.

Gene littler
Have a regular

checkup. ft can save
your life.

American
·I
Cancer Society.

,t

(The women's programs
are held every Friday afternoon at 3 p . m. in the mdn
lounge of Jessie Doe Hall.)

THI', r,PA(:E (()NT RIB UTED BY THE PIJBLI SHfR

UNISEX
Hair Shaping
Specialist
We shape your hair
EXACTLY THE WAY
YOU WANT IT
No scalped look
Specialist in long hair

Only 4 miles from campus ·

Phone 742-2289

788 Central Avenue
( Across from Wentworth
Douglass Hospital.)

SPECIAL!! Get Acquainted Offer ... Wc at Younger-By-Style will
shampoo. condition, cut and blow 0 dry your hair for the sum of
$5.75 ('OMPJ_4<:TE. Offer- good with Terry, Mary, or Hobert.a
only. This ad must be presented for this special price. 2/8

classified ads
for sale
VJJr· s;d1•· 'fiB VW l\ul.! w1lh if'ss tlr.111 IIJOO
1111l<·s <111 a rf'i1111II r·11gI111· l(ad10 E11g1Jfl' is/\ .
l11Jdy IS (' $fi01J T;1rk111g prn·r• (';ill .)I'd
l'f'ITY !'Vf'fllll~S fi'/!I !lZZO U 11
l ls!'d Olds lrn111i,orll' fr,r s;dr•. 111 good c·,111
d1l1011 will, r·asr·, 111011lhpl!'I'!', ;111d lyn·
/\lso, fJJlding rrll'l;d rri11s1c· sl;111d . /\s'king
$1:,0 00 or lwsl ol'li-r (';ill r·v1•11111gs 11'.lfi llfiZ
Z/ 1:,

'I Al'I•; l>l•.f'K 1.,, ·";d1· /\k;11 111111111.'-. rr·,·1 1,,'
,.,,,,1. :,1<:n·o, ~l>llllri 'l!J '>IJI IJJJI , 2 lllJ(lli'>. p;11JS!'
:JJ1cl 1111Jr1· f ,11;,r;11Jl1·r·d 11111 11 ·;1r f ·o'-.I 1111·
$:!ill Jll'W pr·rlr·,·J l'IJJJdJI lllll .JI1sl :!>1111) li:,!J
.nm.~ :~1 1:~
Tl C/\1.('llL/\TOllS, ZO 40 p1·rc·1•nl off, c·.o.d
ac·c·r·plr·d, Sil :,Ii $!\'.l.:,O & $10 rr •l>; Jlt•; Sil :,Z
$1!11.!I:, & Z fn·r· lihr.trir•s; flusi1wss A11alysl
$'.l:J.:,O ; Sh1ppi11g $'.l ; :m1 4'.lll 00!~1 . Washing1on
C;ilc-ul alors, l' .f>. l\ox :,,.:m, llrwkvill1· , Md .
ZOii:,:, 2/Z:,

V/1'\ lo, ,-,;,11· l!JW l-'111(11 Sl101'l Wh ... ·I1,;,,-,r·,
l(;1d1;,I 111,-, .,,1 !\111111 v,,/i1·1·I,-, l11l1·n11r
111si1l;1l1·d. p;11Jl'l1•d & (';1rpr·lr ·d Sl1•n·11 M;111_\
1·xlr;1 S
~ •. , lip illl lr;1v1•I
( ';d i ll!r, .m!r,
H;1_v111011d $1:,00. Z/1.,
II

,·,I

1lrt11·1• S 1rI11gsl1·r·11 i11J~lo11 JJIUSI!' ll:111 ,
h1m1IPOI {"kl'tsva,lal1lt· (',>I! f•;d;i( .J:l!-t!OHII.
SKIS : Kasi!<' K 17's Ifill c·m . I /SEil ONCE 1
l't·rfrc-1 c·llmfilio11. Willi: l>yn,111111·11 HO> hind
I11gs & solo11111 salt•ly slraps. /Ill a bargain
al $Ii:, Call !1Zfi-21fi'.l I llamplon I afl<'r 4 pm .
Z/ I:,

For salt•: lli1·k1·r ski hoots siz(' !/ - $2:i, 2 f;cls
of ski poll's $4 1·ach, snow chains ror i::·
whl'f'ls only $10, nll 74!1-'.ll 14
l!J70SaahSf'dan Ex('(•l11•nl c·ondilion. no rust
low milt•agr·, r<·1·1•n1 valv<" joh. Co11lac'·I
/\llc•gna May 4::J-71i!IO f<•sp<'cially mornings,
2/H
f<'or Sall'· 1-:l<'l'lrie 1yp1•wrilPr Olivf'lli Edi I or
Z ()ffi1·c· Mod1·l - Ex!'l'llf·nl c:ondil ion. $100.00
or bPsl offc·r. (;uilar: J<:l!!cl. S(; Copy, Alli/\,
has IH'l!fl rnodil'i<!d. Plays, sounds gr<•al
$7/i.OO - C;tll BfiH -71:,B . Z/IZ
1!>7'.l l'11ilo Sr·d:111 lt;od111 , ·I spr·r·d. N,·w
ll r: 1kr·s, Nr·w Exl1;i11~l . Iii .(HIii 111ilr·s r;ood
lt1rn11111g 1·1H1d1l1011 :t>T,O Ill' IH'sl olft•r (';ill
74!! ,I Ii::, all<·r ·:. Z/ I~

pre-paid class ad form
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Maxi~am num~r of runs: 6.

T'f"lephone numbeu and date\ count as one word; hyphena~ wotds count as two.
Miuab, on our. part merit one additional run.
Aml f.'nd
Make cbecktp.JYlbte o:- 'l'tw N~w Hanpahhe, Rm.

1'0RUN

l~l. MemoriaJ

TIMES.
Union.

1!171 l'1·ugr•ol :1011. Vronl wtH•f'l drive•_, :,:1,0llll

:\'/,\:;~, 1,:~'.-ii'1\,i~:S 11i'~ \•·M W.'ir'i1,1 vu;r"' ~·;.r,;'
1

1

/\sk111g $I .:mo l'lmst· C"all ;illf'l '.,: flfl , 71'.l 1J411J .
z/ 1:,

11011.<.;T{JFJ,'

r·.or fillle ~ '6!1 Chevy

d1111'1lt·Sr •l.w/1i d1;iir~$'.ltl, l,ov,·

1·~~
\\1Yi;'i/t:.}:\1i;:'.;rc; r~I!', ~/~)i.11 ('.:;1~::
Ski Jlool s s izt· II':· $:lll. liar! t 'ull;iss sizt• 2111
$:10 t '.;il l :1ll1•r Ii IJ11 p 111 HfiH :,W'J Sw· or
M;1rk l/11
1'J70 Va_J1;i11J . ~,4.11IJ0 llllh·s/ nPw snows
s111111111 •r l1n·s, auto., ii• r ., 11, ·w 1•xh;1usl
sysl('lll $1~1)() ('all l.011is1• llfi2 11111'1 days Ii:,!)
.
:,ii l01· v1·~ Z/B

Stereo equipment-AH. lurnlahle, Slanton
filllEE, $70. l:i reels BASf<l/SCOTCII low
noise tape, $2.:iO/reel, some scaled.
Audionicsloud speakers, excellent, $125/HO.
Jim, HfiH-56:ll . 2/11
.

FIRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 80 word~ or leu~ S.60 for eKh 1!'> wordi extra.

I year-old Ventura guitar , exaet Les Paul
copy. J<:xeellent condition. Humbucking
pickups. /\djuslahle steel neck, hand shen
case. Originally $280. Musl sell - $150 or best
offer. Contact Steve, :117 lluhhard ,' Hfi8-91l97,
2-17:lll.

11!70 Volvo 11:, S w;igo11. n·c ·r·11ll y rr·buill
a 11I o. 1ra11s1111ssio11. rad1a Is. ;1111 !'IJl radio,
good ('()Jldil 1011 tl1n1 out. $1:IOO. C';tll Ii:,!! :n!JZ.

1!17:i J,'()ltiJ P111l0 Wagon, 4 sJH't•d Iran
s111I""'"11. ~,ll, 000 1111 ., good c·o11dl11011 . $1100 or
l)('Si olfr·r. ( '; ill llavr·. Slokr· 7'.lfi, HfiZ 11 •1:l or
llfill 1U\11fi 2/ I II

MUST Bt-~ PREPAID

'74 .Jav!'lin, Aulo; 1'/S, /1.C., mounted snows,
excel I. cond. Ca II 1•venings - fi5!1-z:107. 2/ I l

FOil SALE: 191i!I Lighl Blue converlible
Mustang '.lOZ-VH Ex('{·llenl condilion. llecenl
lune up, alignmPnl and balance . Wilh snow
lirl's and skr rack. Musi sl'il, $1400.00. Call
Palril'k, ltm ., 2:lO, Chrislmsm, lllifl-!IB/l:i, 2z:111:1. 2/B

;,nrJ

PLEASE PRINT

1'171 VW <·onvPrlibll' for sail' - (;()()f) condilio11 - Con1ac1 Mich1-lc in '.ll:i Devine. HfiH!17:,4. :!/8

'fi!ll'o11lii1(' (;'J'O. 400 ('U . in. (•11gi11e. nl'W
p;1111I. lll'W posi rc•ar f'll~ll 1:!ood lir<'S, lllilllY
Pxlra p;irls, ski ral'k , 1vrlTST Sl•:LI,. OV<'r
j.221111 111v1•sl<'rl, $llill0 or ' ht•sl off<'r. ( '011l al'l
Andy l'allc-rson, Will1a111so11 !iOfi or l'illl BliH
'17Blial'lr·r 2 p 111 .

Hl7:l I.II. Seoul II 4 W.D. :!45 cu. fi4,()(J() mi.
New shocks, carh., battery & brakes. Asking
:1200. t!fi2-1041. 2/1 I
C/\Ml'l/S 111-r'f sells. Onkyo,pual( (;('rwrnVcga. Thon•ns, Prt•sag1• IVlalcl. Craig,
J\wliouox. llilachi, Plnar, Scotl , Shurl', ,Jmsen. Lux and IJBX. !Oil Cl'nlral /Ive .. Dover
74'1-4427. 2/IB
SKIIS: For sail'. Atomic. (;'l'-7 New-never
usPd. Lisi Prin· $Hill. Asking only $!10. Call
Kevin 868-7507. 2/H
F'Oll SALi<:: Tail North Facl' down parka
m•w; siz<' m<•dium; $:i0.00 or hes I offer. Call
Hm 22!1, Christensen, Hlill·!!!\H5, 2·

it~'.;r~/U

Nova. automatic_ oower,
steering, snows. Hcst offer over $:l75 . Call
Norman '/42-8592. 2/ ll
-

SH-10 Calculator <Texas Instruments , with
adaptor and carrying case. $211.00 H. Miller,
Hox fil I , Durham or fi59-:lfi51l and leave
mesi;agc. 2/12 •
FOil
SALi<>
Underwood
1<:leclric
1ypPwri1Pr . Old , hut in 1•xc<!llen l working
co11dilio11. $7:i.OO. Ca ll Mark, Chrislens<•n 20/l,
Hli8-!IH4!1 or Z-14!10. U I:,
Couch for sale - lksl offer - call llliH-:i!lll:i. Z/1 I

wanted
WTI11lr-d : ~·111rit .. r and g11I1ar plii'v'<'I' i11
l<·rr·"h·rl Ill playi111.(_. ()id Tirn1· /\pp;d;1d1i;i11
M111111l;11111n11s1c· wit I, !>;111.10 p1C'kc·1·. ( ';ill 1':111I
Ma11g1;111 74'.l '.,470 2/ I I

l•:xp1·rn·1H;,,d dn1111111<·r lookJJ1g !or working
h;11ul 11110 /1J;1_v111g J'O!'k & rnll, hlt11•s and sI>1111•
('<H111lrv . )v,,11 lr:111sporl;il1011 ('all BfiH :,!! Iii
;Jilr•1· ",·:!II t\sk lor llr •;111.2/H
New llampshin· Civil Liberties Union seeks _
1<:xec . Oir for its Concord olfo:c. Dulics in clude recruitmc• nl , officl' ma11agl'ment arid
working w11h co-op. allorrwys. Salary,
$10.000. Starling 4/1/:77. St•nd n•sume hy
2/ I 1/ +77 lo Search Cornrni11c•P, N.11.C L.U .. J
South SI, Concord, N.IJ., o:1:io1. :.!/8
Needed: Tutor for Biology 401. IM
MEIJI/\Tr:LY! Conlact Kalhy ltrn :105. llfi2161ifi. 2/11

N1<;1<:1Jr:D: Used camera :15 mm. Pl Pase conlact soon! Kalhy.Jol{m :l05HG2lfifih.2/11
Math• 410. lext: ComJuter Scienef:' by

r{~tfd 6~i-~?J~.·

me.

For-

Arff~U lJSED. Call
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Nuke work halted
NUKE
continued from page 1

mental Protection Agency to cool
nuclear power plant using a
· system of tunnels to intake and
then discharge seawater.
.
Thomas Dignan, lawyer for
PSC, argued the plant was
needed to "avert future shortages of electricity.'' •
Robert Bacchus, lawyer for the
Seacoast Anti-pollution League,
countered that no such electrical
:shortages; in New England 1s

Don't

future.
Lawyers for the environmental
groups argued plant construction
should be halted pending
resolution of legal and techn ical
issues.
The $2 billion plant has been a
center of controversy over the
past three years. Early in
January, PSC President William
Tallman said he would not abandon the plant and would not
change the design of the cooling
system.

the
for get blood drive

N-0-W
7:00 & 9:10

THt NEUICST. PiNKeST
PanTHER OF ALL!

IFYOUVE GOT
A TASTE FOR TERROR ...
TAKE CARRIE
COLOR TO THE PROM.

"': .~..·c
·
~
.
·
.
:
·
.
• . . i \:

■!

• ·

~

. . ·. ·. ::R
~ .
··· ··~ ......
·····..:·.....
·: :~
· · ·· ,.···.\.·;E. :·······
··· ·

)t PETER SELLERS

THE PiNK
PAttTHER STRiKES _
1

...·

AGAiN''

' '

u.,IO.:... ~-

..

CbLOR

in

~

SCOPE and Winter Carnival present:

ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

TOM RUSH
THE JOHN ;BJE.N.O
PAYNE-· BAND
UNH FIELD HOUSE

STellECHlll-1

·on Zion's Hill, Newmarket

.

$3.50 SUN. FEB. 13
$5.50
7:30 p.m.

UNH STUDENTS

. 659-6321

AT THE DOOR

Tues.-Thurs.

LUNCH AT THE DUMP
Bluegrass
Fri.-Sat.

TICKETS AT MUB TICKET OFFICE 10 AM-4 PM
MONDAY-FRIDAY INFORMATION

BILL MORRISSEY

ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING-NO DRINKING

& Corndog Kelley

----------~-----------------------------------

classified ads
roommates
l( ( )( JMl\1 ATE W,\ V J'f<:]) . :\1 F . JI IJ U Sl' Il l
W1Jods ou ls id <· :'. <·,\ 1nrn\k <·I. IJ WII I urn 1shl'rl
:·00111 . ,i .lllllll a ls n. k r cnt $l()(J-(i;,~-:-,!i88. :U8
F,·malt· rnornm,Il t' .m•(:<kd $~;i .00 / 111 0. in cl
IH'al & wal(•r : ~,min . lo (';, m pus: lt1rn1 slH"rt ·
shan • l)('droo111 ,\l-,11labl< 1mrnl'di ;i1Pl v. Cail
( ·1nrl.v orA11nm,11.:,irn, all t• r r1,·<·. ,! / ! ,, ·

M usica l Instru ct ion: Gui tar L essons-S tudy
J az z, F olk , Rock , Coun t r y , fl at-pi ckin g,
finger-pick i ng , m odal tunin gs. !<' lute Lessons
- cla ssical , improv isa tion al sty les . Instruction by experienced professional musicians .
l{ea sonabl e rates. 749-:14:13. 2/25

0

lost and found ·
Lost -Grev, long-haired cal with while
markings"on Packer Falls Road. If seen or
f~und, please call Laura at 659-5714. 2/11
Lost Key Ring < brass with initials DG J between T-Hall & Murkland on Thurs. Nile Call Dan at 862-1:100 or 868-9872. 2/ 1I
On campus room for · rent for second
semester. Can be used as a single or double.
Stove, regrig ., telephone. Immediate Occupancy . Very Reasonabl e. Call Raymond,
N.11 . 895-28:12, a_fler ~ 62_:_ll::.. 2/ 1~

help wanted

l\ ,\l ' l-,;(; ,\:\1\11! :\: 111 1<-n·s l, ·cl i1 1 · lt·a rn i ng
li, wk g,1 n1111011 nr I111proYI11g ,·our ganw '' l
11 di l< •; wli m u 1!011·. I-'< ·,· Is i 1< •got 1a lilt · but
,·!l!';ip l'o:-. i11 ,·,· n·s1 1tt s gu;ir;i 11ft•(•d 01· ,·ilt11·
I11 0Iw, ii(l!'k . ( 'al l 74!!-4707 . l/1I

dwellings
4 bedroom, fireplace , big kitchen and dining
room wall to wall rugs, $180/ mo. Also, two
and three room apartments available. Call
collect l-617-454-1939. 2/ 15

rides
Wanted/ Carpool from Wolfeboro to UNH
Mon
and Thursday for4:30. Call
569-4623. ,! / ll
Wanted - Dependable ride or riders - Derry
to UNH - Mondays , Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Call Karen - 434-0652. 2/ 11

' T11 ,,i 11 !i11s1 · i"'"J>l1 · I Ii.ii ,q1pl ll'il 1,, l·"1·1·,l 111 1:111
1·.111,p. 111· tli;ink .,111111· r., 1111wl1 II .11>11 r,• 111
l1•11•,I1•d. \\ \h'-, l \1··1H >,l,1111I, l:11 \\ ;1:il,•d . .- \
h.tl!}.!,'.'-tl/ •• P, 1•d f .. q J'() 11rt

1-°<• ll ow sk1l'r :,: 1<"1:-. sh;1 1T 1r·a nsport al 1011
;111d t \ p1 •: I,-.t•s lo l hl' ,- Jop,•s 1101,lcJ l1 ki· r id< · or
rnh·1·s 011 Tu<·sda Ys .i nd Thurscta:,·s I prl'i,· i·
\\ il clcii l . W;ilt· 1T1ll l'. Lo on and Ca 1111 01.1. l11 lt•r 1•sI1•rf '' ( 'al l ( ·1iarl i<• fll i!Vdlil :! ' II
0

Hide needed to Newington Park area weekdays by 6:45 a .rn. Will pay . Call Dave 868:>972 eveninf,\S or ~ee~ends. 2/18
. _

>l li:-(•

•)

g

.\ 1·11 .\l.l.1•: \<;1,: .. \ \; l>l'l 'I JI:

T l . \lT\ . . \\ 11<! \ l>H lt11sl1 . l·'•I' , ~I
1·I,..d, l l w \ II (·;11 11p11;-. (·,1J; 111dt ·1· for II11H ·s
dill I , ·1 1 •111,
Commuters : Hegister tor snow sculptures
now! Stake out a plot near T-Hall and go to
ii I 2/ 8

~l\'.1.Hits on N(~hl of Sin . 2/ 8

personals
(;OT ,\ MI\LTE '' COT 1\:\ ll<H'H'! (;OT,\
Flt:\'l'l'.:IC"!_ITY .W<· do . rn11I, ·. ""'' 11:,; du.ring
rush . h·h, :.!I . Sl(,M:\ \l . ( IH"l'k tlw \ II.
( ';i n1p11s ( '; il;111d1·r lnr IIIm• ,111d <'\"t ·ll1, ·
i.l'\l>i\ 11; , il 111 "li 1p:-. ,-, •ar ch;ng ,, , !IH· !!lg ,
· llail '" \'IJH ' d,·a11t •r ,-. .111cl tlw coI11111011
i-ri,;.s I11g . 1;111 ii, sh:p,-.11hid1I111d illllt'r ;; J11 ps
I0,-.<'.irrli Iii<' log \l y 11011<·1" :,·,nir l I:Ir;i AN]) ''
'!, :t

IIA1/.f\;(; Whom·,·d s it·• Sl(;:\,1,\ \ t ; \l•;\/1•:lt
11 ,\S '.\l•: v1•:I{ WILL '. l{uslt Fl'il. , :!I . <'h!'l'k .
llu • '.\: .II ( 'an1In1s ( ';il ,111rh•r lnr tI1JH• :-. and
f'\.('ll i h.

-., 1( ; \I.\ \ t ·

Scott - The Early Bird catches the worm .
H.E.11.2/ 11
!WSH lo the Field House Feb. 1:l. 2/8
BRUCE SPRINGSTEIN. Boston Music Hall.
Limited Tickets Available . Call Ed. 4:ll-8080.
·!Jid ZM ever get you ·1 Get revenge on Feb . 11
'during Night of Sin at the MUB. :J./8
- ·•-· ---

·--- ·-

-----.

Luis Com 1110- l ne ransom Is 1:l: lhrPt' om• c:enl
/
sta mp s. Un ivPrsi t y H;rnd D irec tor 's
si gnatur!', Ph i lhrnok F rcnf' h Fry, pair of
fPmine linge r ie. dPpos1l slip. thre e heart
sha ped c:a nd ies. nai l clippings from a Crow,
l our lea ! c lover , eight Crispy Cr' it lcrs , Sardine Can Opener. Get by Weds. ! -Spook. 2/ 8
Enjoy an eve ning of gambling, horseracing,
eating and novelty acts at Nigh t or Sin ·77 - on
Feb. !! I 2/H
Sl'l{l '.'<G FHATEHN ITY l{lJSII I 1'"<'1>. 7th
1!\1onda y I Madbury Hd . Hush 8 p.m .. Feb .
8th 1 Tues > Strafford Av!' . at 8 p.m . Feb . 9th
1 Wed I Down Town at a p.rn. Further l{ui;h.
r'uncl ions to he announced by fraternitiek
2/11

and ...

--

John Payne brings "snow " to the show on
Sunday .~~
Who says gambling is illegal in N .ll.'1 Com e
lo the N-i[h~ oT~in !<'eh. 11 and see' 2/ 8

JOBS · ON SIIIPS ! American . f<'oreign . No
experience reguired. Excellent pay . Worldw 1i.le travel. Summer ·jvb or career .. Send
$:l.00 for information.. SEAFAX , Dept. G-17,
1~/~~ 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

services
PAINT-You buy it and I'll do the work, fast
and clean. One room or the hole house Anywhere within 15 miles of Newmarket.
659-3138. Carol Lavoie. 2/ ll
Business Teacher will do thesis .student,
professional , personal and business. typing
on IBM correcting Selectric, choice oT
style/ pitch from notes, dicta tion , or dictating equipment. Reasonable rates. Diana
742-4858. 2/ 15
NE,ED A PICTURE? Pass()ort, candid1 portr ait , group or team ohotos . wead i ng
coverage, legal records, r emembrances.
· Call Al Richa r dson , 742-4211. Good quality
with better prices . In color or black and
. whi t~. 2/ 15
_ __ ·_ _ _ _ _ __
CUSTOM-MADE CLOTHES: Personal fit in
·yoµr choice. o( style and fabric. Top quality
work . Reasonable prices. Also alterations
children's clothes and WINNIE THE POOH
stuffed toys . Call Susan 742-0306. 2/ 11 .

Durham Red Cross
BLOODl>RIVE
10 a.m.-3a.m.

-Feb. 15-16-17-18

BLOOD DONORS
make the best
LOVERS!
Granite State Room

1V1UB
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Lessard

comics

LESSARD
continued from page 2

by Debbie Blood

Our Better Side

WtLL, if ~as so cot(J.._
+h 16 rnornmq #to..± I
1ooked. ou.L rru1 windo{I.)
()JJd- ~ttw c;t, ctoq s+ud.
-lo a, f11e J:!::fdnJ.. n-t.

On /-l,S 6 0 cold
o~t -rho± T. I
ca.r7·-l

bear

,t.

)
.

V

DOONESBURY
NARl<,TH/S/5

0

Sc/lJ()(JS/ I T&ll

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
~'T lAX>RRY,Uf..

Y£Al-\,ANOI'M

·G£TTtNG Tll<EC? OF--

NONtAT1GR~
f717GtnTlN 11 Fl;:RV~Rr~(?
COMMUNl~TIC A
THING YOU ~E: I A
, : : : : MAN STILL GE:f5, A
FAll< TRIAJ-. tN THIS 7Tt\1b. ..
·:· <•::

Memori~l Day 'or Labor Day , we
could gross a million dollars."
Lessard is also involved in a
multitude of legislative positions.
Hr is a member of the Legislative
Utility· Consumer Council and
nas t>een appointed to a national
committee on education . He will
be going to Washington, DC,
Texas . and Detroit this spring.
Lessard is the only Democrat of
~ight on the committee from New
Hampshire who is going to all
areas.
A canine-interest bill to be
initiated by Lessard will state
that neighborhood dogs cannot be
_s_hot for wandering on another
person's property . That act is
now legaL Lessard says the dog's
owner can be fined, however, under his proposed 0111.
Lessard says he is taking a
reduced course load at the
University this semester . He says
he will be taking three courses
this summer and four this fall. He
says he has already taken
Political Science 402 but has
decided to take the introductory
course
because
"i"t's
a
requirement and my advisor told
me J shr5uld ."
When Davtd had open
heart surgery not long
ago, he needed six vital
units of blood, type O Neg.
All of it was obtained,
processed and provided ·
by the Red Cross blood
center.
We're not the heroes of
this lifesaving story (the
six wonderful blood
donors should get the
medals). But we (and
other vofuntary blood centers) do need your continued support. Blood,
you know, doesn't grow on
trees. It comes from
donors. Like you. And we
need more people like
you. Call your Red Cross
or other voluntary blood
center soon. Please.

David
collegiate crossword
ACROSS

1 Shaw play,
" - Barbara"
6 Insect stage
10 Smooth-talking
14 Guam's capital
15 Female lover
17 Something that
talks
18 Park
19 Application item
20 Aviv
21 Harbor fixtures
22 Sponsorship
25 Mend
27 Zodiac sign
29 melon
33 A major crime
34 Bunch of buntings
35 Cadiz cheer
36 Racetrack parts
37 Strength
38 . Dunce
39 Compass point
40 Less refined
41 Actress Evans
42 False teeth
44 Baseball hall-offamer
45 Patron

46
47
50
51
54
57
59
60

Bending readily
Impetuous
Ford's followers
Hobo
Extortionist
Pan-fry
Come between
Creator of Ragged
Dick
61 "My goodness!"
62 Viewed
63 Billiard stroke

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

DOWN

37
38
40
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

1 "I Remember-"
2 Excited
3 English novelist
(2 wds.)
4 Wallet item
5 Bob and 6 Voicebox (slang)
7 Single
8 " - Joey"
9 Paris chum
10 Like wood
11 Take on cargo
12 Roman road
13 Jazz instrument
16 Large hawk
20 Musical . notes

32
34

58

God of love
Starter of a race
State capital
Again
Like many TV shows
Have origin
Sharpens
Larvae
Funeral ovation
(arch.)
Unit of electricity
Rhymes with Ida, in
old song
Certain
Party
Football player
School in Cambridge
Like elephants
Use.a straw
Movie be~uty
French cheese
Sounded
Deeds: Lat.
Mr. Tunney
Indians
Nothing more than
Home entertainers
Shoe width
"Casablanca"
pianist
jardiniere

Naime
counted
onus.

~'re
counting on
you.

Red Cross. The Good Neighbor.

ANSWERS, PAGE 15 ,

Whitehouse Opticians , Inc. ·
Complete
Eyeglass
Service
prescriptions fill~d~ duplicated
frames repaired - sungl.as.ses
Take the UNH Kari-Van to
Dover Drug Building:
6 Broadway, Dover
742-1744

GREEN ACRES STABLES
N.H. EQUESTRIAN CENTER
• Freshett/Drew Rd. (Off Rt. 108)
Dover, N.H.
Now Accepting Students
For Beginner Through
Advanced Levels
Group-Individual Instruction

Duane Cobb
Manager

742-3377

Charlie & Dot White
Owners

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings

Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept~ Z7 6
102 Charles Street
Boston,Mass. 02114
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Dunfey
TRUSTEES
continued from page 2

"Th-ere is a sensitivity at
Durham'' over sharing the
resources at UNH with the other
System campuses, said Dunfey.
He said, however, that the
Durham campus "has reached
certain physical, environmental,
and other limits" that will
necessitate the improvement of
the other Svstem campuses.
''Durham will remain the core
of the whole System," said Dunfey.

''There will' be a lot of differences of opinion on the Board
because so much change will
have to take place," Dunfey said.
He said these differences of
opinion should not be looked at as
political or personal clashes.
"The Trustees are trting_ to be
realistic, not negative," he said.
"They just have different ap- ·
proaches to what the Board
should do."
Despite these differences of
opinion, Dunfey said he has "a
good feeling about how the
Trustees are going about
preparing for the future."

Headhunters

After college, what will I do?
That's a question a lot of young people
ask themselves these days.
But a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship can help provide the answers. Successful completion of the program gets you an
Air Force commission along with an excellent starting salary, a challenging job, pro-

Men's & Women's

motion opportunities, and a secure future
with a modern Air Force. If you have two
academic years remaining, find out today
about the two-year Air Force ROTC Scholarship Program. It's a great way to serve
your country and a great way to help pay
for your college education.

Contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies in the ROTC Building.
Phone 862-1480

Hairstyling

Air 11-•r~e ltttTt~
Gate,,,a,,• f•• a t;reat

Tues. - Fri.
9-5

e

,,,.,•••, 1~11

Sat. 9-2
868-2016

Who is this n1an and
why is he frowning?

Find out the
answer on
Saturday
Feb 12th
:. 10 or1

The 1977 GRANITE is /
holding a contest for anyone ' ·
who would like to write an
account of 'arz experience they
have had at U.N.H. (i.e. dorm
life, commuting, all nighters,
keg party, etc.) Prizes will be
awarded in f ou;- categories.
Freshm·a n
$20.00 each .
·Soph-o more
500-1000 words
Junior
$25.00 (750-1200 words)
Senior

;

.a.

t

vV1nter Carn ~val &
MUSO
present
(i()TH1\l\1 &
TRl:4::\1' ARTERBERR\"

Granite State R.oom

$1.50 & $2.00

Prose or poetry · is acceptable. Entries
must be submitted by February 28,1977
in Room 125 of the MUB. Please include
NAME, ADDRESS, CLASS and
TELEPHONE NUMBER.

f:
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_W_o_m_e_n
__s_w_1_·m_m_e___r_s_w_i_n_a_g_a_1_·n____;,BA ndY Schachat :·,-···_-······;;·······,'-km
By Paul Keegan
The UNH women's swim team
continued their winning ways
Saturday morning with a 77-53
decision over Bowdoin College at
Swasey Pool in Durham.
The Wildcats now 8-1, have not
lost since their December 16
meeting with UMaine and had
t k
· t · ht
t·1 th t
a en six s raig up un I
a
point.
"It was one of our best meets,"
said UNH coach Margie Shuer,
"and we had some really good
times."
Laurie Schulte broke two UNH
school records; taking the 50 yard

lreestyl; with a 26.3 and the 400 turned in a time of 1:08.75.
yard Individual Medley with a Dreesen also won the · 50 yard
4:58.7.
backstroke with a timeof31.l.
The latter mark qualified her for'
Bowdoin's Karen Brodie
the Eastern AIA W- post~season swept the diving events, finishing
meet, a full 17 seconds under the 16.4 points ahead of second place
cut-off time for that event.
, finisher Deena Bailey of UNH in
Other standouts for the Wildcats the one meter diving 129.15 to
included Margo Boch, who took 121.5.
the 100 yard butterfly with a
1 :06.5, and Rhonda Goddard who
The Wildcats will travel to Harvard on Thursday for their last
set a new University record
meet of the season before the
with a time of 1:08.9 in the 100
-New England Regionals Februyard backstroke with a time of 31.1
ary 17-19 at URI and the Eastern
Goddard, however, came in
AIA W Regional March 3-5 at the
secona place in that event, losing
University of Delaware.
to Ann Dreesen of Bowdoin, who

Basketball

In the ooening minutes of the
second half the Wildcats scored
seven straight points to lead 4140. From there the game went
back and forth until three
mmutes left wnen BU led bt-tJil.
Dickson hit a short jumper to
make the score 67-66 and after a
BU miss, Dufour scored what
turned out to be the winning
basket but not before an exciting :
finish which, with the way things
have been going lately, was
nothing new .

BASKETBALL
continued from page 20

led most of the half and went on
top hy the games biggest margin
of.11, 31-20. ·Though UNH pulled
to within 2 points at 35-33, the
Terriers scored two quick
baskets in the last minute of the
l:aff ot lead 39-33 at intermission.
WRESTLING
continued from page 20
pounder Bill J<ogarty !HJ in a con troversial match. r:arly in the
firs1 period Herald took down
Fogarty and seemingly pinned
him for the win. But the referee
mad<: no pin signal and instead
award<!d Herald :~ points for a
near fall.

Fogarty came hack to lie
Herald giving UNH an 18-11 lead .
George Murray pinned UNH's
Doug King 2::m into the second
period to make the score 18-17,
UNII, setting the stage for Myers ' '
heroics.
"That was a hig one," sighed a
relieved UNII cm1ch Irv Hess,
"We had to win it, they had to win

The Wildcats next game will be
in Jersey City, N.J. tomorrow
night against St. Peter's College.

Happy

Birthday
Kevin

Moore

it. But how could we lose" We
even had the H.ed Sox with us .''
Hess was referring to the fact
that Hed Sox catcher Carlton
r'isk was in attendance for the
m~tch. l<'isk has.been working out
with tne sqµad m preparation for
the baseball spring training.
"They're a good group of kids,"
he said, "They're all winners. '

/

UNll's Mike Latessa pins down Joe Cassidy of UConn in the 142-lb. division during Friday
night's meet which UNII won, 24-17. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

Men skiers sixth at UVM

ThP t JNH men's ski team finished a disappointing sixth at the
Vermont Winter Carnival last
weekend. UVM won the meet
over a field of 11 teams with a
score of 358.5. UNH had 164 points.
The Wildcats relied on the Nordic events to finish where they
did. UNH's Howie Bean finished
sixth in the cross country rac~
finishing two and one half
minutes- off the pace set by
UVM's Mark Wagner .

In the jumping competition,
Mark Landgraf placed eleventh
with a jump of 35 meters. The '
Wildcats were without the services of Jumper John Fulton who
had finished fourth the week
before in the St. Lawrence Carnival. Fulton was competing at
the National Jumping Championships at Gunstock, N.H .
Poor course conditions took its
toll on UNH's alpine skiers. The
highest finish for UNH was Bob

Williams (17th) in the slalom.
Tim Stecker finished 27th as mm
finished tenth as a team.
The Wildcats could only get
ninth place in the giant slalom.
Rick Turner was the highest
finisher for the Cats in 28th.
This weekend, UNH will travel
to the Dartmouth Winter Carnival in Hanover, N.H. The giant
slalom and cross country race
are Friday and the slalom and
jumping are Saturday.

Trackmen drop tri-meet
The UNH track team finished·
third in a tri-meet · with
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
URI won the meet with 60 points'.
UMass had 55 and UNH 33.
UMass took eight out of a
possible sixteen first places, but
URI found it's five point margin
of victory by taking six first
places and nine second places.
UNH's only first place finishes
came in the two mile run and in
the 35 pound weight throw.
UNH's George Reed won the
two mile with a time of 8:59.9,

edging out Carroll of UMass by
2.3 seconds. Reed improved his
time from the previous week by
eight seconds.
In the 35 pound weight throw,
UNH's Lou Porrazzo outdistanced .his closest competitor by
over ten feet with a toss of,
57'7½".

UNH also took three second
places. Steve Marcotte took one
of them in the pole vault with a
leap of 14'6".
Mark Gori took second in the 50
yard dash with a time of 5.6

seeohds, and the mile relay team
ran a 3:35.3 to take second in that
event.
Gary Crossan placed third ih
the two mile run. His time of
9:08.5 bettered his old personal
best by five seconds.
Also taking third places for the
Wildcats were Macklin in the
long jump (21'9"), Berman in the
mile ( 4: 20), John Demers in the
600 yard run (1: 14.9), and
Frieling in the triple jump
(44'1 112" ).
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At UCLA, Kentucky; Providence and Holy Cross, they wouldn't
have understood why the UNH basketball team was happy last
Saturday night. For schools like that a five .500 record after twenty
games is no big thing. Heck those schools start the season five
~ames over .500.
j _But for the UNH basketball team it was a big thing. When the
Wildcats beat Boston University last Saturday night the team's
record was r~ised to ten wins and ten losses.
. December 4, 1974 the Wildcats lost to Vermont to bring the
team's record to 1-1 that year. The next game the Wildcats lost to
l\1errimack College to lower its record to 1-2. No UNH basketball
~am's won and lost record has been .500 or better since. Or had
until Saturday night.
~ So after being under .500 for two seasons it was a big deal and
the team was happy_.
1Two days later as the team prepared for its next game ( tommorrow night against St. Peter's, a game which could put them
bfick under .500) the players and coaches talked about what it was
)li~e to be at an even record and some of the reasons why the long
~nt.ler-.500-streak was over.
'~It feels great," said junior center Tom Cavanaugh, "We haven't
been .500 since my freshman year. "
:J\,s to the reasons for the teams turnaround Cavanaugh added,
"W~ have worked harder this year and have worked together.
ThJre has been no fighting on this team. "
A fellow junior, guard Ron Layne echoed Cavanaugh's words on
tearh togetherness.
"We are playing more as a team," the Cambridge, Mass playe·r
said, "No one is playing selfishly. "
' When asked if he was surprised by the team's record Layne
replied, "No I'm not surprised because we have been,having a great
year," he said "And we think we could be better. If we hadn't lost
·
some close games we' d be right on top.
"The biggest difference this year is that we are winning the close
games,'' said Keith Dickson, the quarterback of the team, "We
have been keeping cool under pressure and have been getting the
breaks."
Dickson added, "The attitude is a 100° I° turnaround from last
year That could be a reason we are staying together in close
games."
Dicks,o n also offered another idea as to improved play this
season. "This year we have a more wide open attack which is more
suitable to the talents of the individuals on the team."
Peter Laskaris has not had the best of luck in his UNH career. After a solid freshman year, the Newton junior was plagued with injuries throughout his sophomore season and was healthy for less
tha:r:i,J)-alf the season. Now in his third year the co-captain has been
playing his best ball and along with the rest of the team has seen the
oeneHts of sticking it out.
. _"This group stayed together when we were losing," said Laskaris.
"I think it was because of the attitude which was one of the things I
knew would be good."
When asked if he was surprised at the 10-10 record Laskaris answered the question in two parts.
"I honestly thought at the beginning of the season that a .500
record or better was something that could be accomplished," he
said, "but when we came back from North Carolina and were 3-7
after losing some close games, the comeback has been surprising
and rewarding."
Along with the players, ~ead coach Gerry Friel is pleased with
the way things have been _going lately (seven wins in the last ten
games) and offered reasons for the team's success. ·
"Instead of quitting and making excuses when we were 3-7 this
team just worked harder and with a little luck won the close
games."
Though he may deserve some credit, Friel denies that, saying
that it is "all the kids credit and a tribute to the character they
have."
Certainly two points have to be brought out amidst all the
discussion. First it may not last. When the team plays St. Peter's
tomorrow Q,ight the record could fall under .500 again and 'this
story could become "irtoper a tive".
And is it a big deal? Wouldn't they scream for UCLA coach Gene
Barlow's head if his team was 10-10 at this point in the season?
Closer to home, look at BC coach Bob Zuffelato. Two seasons un.
der .500 and he has announced his resignation.
So maybe it isn't a big deal. But then none of us goes to UCLA or
1
Boston College.

Swimmers sink

By Bob Grieco

The UNH rnens swim team fell
to 3-3 last Saturday as the University of Vermont swam away with
an 83-30 victory in Burlington.
Vermont refered to as the
"power ip the' 'Yankee Conference'' byUNH coach Frank Healy
proved they-~ are just that by
finishing one, two in seven of the
thirteen events.
The only first place finishes for
the Wildcat swimmers were in
the 400 yard medley relay and the
200 yard backstroke. Freshman
Peter Dejager, Jeff Cheerington,
Fred Ludvigson and senior captain Garry Prevedini combined
to finish three seconds ahead of
the Vermont team in the medley.
Dejager later won the
backstrok_e finishing a tenth of a

second ahead of Vermonts Levy.
Prevedini had a second and
a third finish to go along with the
relay win. Freshman Dana Richdale also placed in two events.
Double winners for UVM were
Deluca, whofinished first in the
one and three. meter diving events.
While Kirkwood took both the
50 and the 500 yard freestyle
events.
The young UNH team, sporting
only three juniors and one senior,
has not beaten Vermont in the
last five years.
The Wildcat men swimmers
will be in action again on Wednesday when they take on the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
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cat stats

Hockey
UNH 5 Yale 4 OT
First period
1--0 UNH Gould <Edgar ) 4:40
2--0 UNH Holt <Fontas, Edgar ! 8: 47
3--0 UNH Miller <Lumley, Langway / 17:51

Clarkson ( 19-4)
New Hampshire
Cornell ( 13-6 >
Boston College_( 14-6-1)
Boston Univ. (10-8-1)
Providence
(12-8)
Harvard (9-8)
Northeastern (8-9)
8
Vermont 01-10)
8
RPI (11-9-1)
Brown ( 10-8)
. Colgate (9-10)
Dartmouth (7-8-1)
Pennsylvania (7-11)
Yale (5-11-1)
St. Lawrence (7-16)
Princeton (2-15)

Third period
4-2 UNH Surdam <Normand, Roy J 3:03
4-3 Yale Mac Donald (Tangedal J 8: 47
4-4YaleD. Harrington <Blue, Ullman l8:46
Overtime
5-4 UNH Gould <Fontas, Edgar! 8 :51 pp
UNH 3 0 1 1
Yale o 2 2 O
Magnarelli 8 7 14 3 32
Allain 10 7 14 7 38

Season stats

13
15
11
11
9
9
7
7

2
3
5
5
5

7

6
0 .460

Iii

8

0
8

6

7

7

9

6

8·

5

0
0
0
1
1
0.560
0

1?11

Ralph Cox
Jon t·ontas
Dave Lumley
Bob Gould
Rod Langway
Barry Edgar
Frank Roy
Tim Burke
Joe Rando
Paul Powers
Paul Surdam
Jim Harvie
Bruce Crowder
Gary Burns
Terry Flanagan
John Normand
Brad Holt
kBob Blood
Bob Bain
Dan Magnarelli
Mark Evans

24
25
14
13
4
9
10
5
4
2

UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

156
108

G·o alie Summary
Dan Magnarelli
Mark Evans

Assists Points

Last Weekend:

:;c

Dob ~fill<:r

23

17
21
15
22
16
12
14
15
16
12
6

6

8

2
3
2

UNH 5-Yale 4 OT
Harvard 5-Princeton 4 OT
Cornell 6-Dartmouth 3
Brown 8-Penn 4
UVM 4-UMass 2
RPI 7-St. Lawrence 4
Providence 8-Colgate 3

47
42
35
28
26
25
22
19

19
18
18
13
13
8
5
6
4

4

11
11

2
2

14
15

.680

.633

.500

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

.500
.460

.440
.430
.310
.280

.130
.120

Tonight
BrownatUNH
Providence at Dartmouth
Wednesday

Dickson
Dufour
Singelais
Cavanaugh
Layne
Vowleventer
Laskaris
Totals
Roston U.
Hayes
t\ndre_ws
Engel
Whitt
Wright
Cons-or
Bean
Vanlandingham

FT
0
0
2}!

3
6

0
0
6

0

.29

10

FG.
6
0

FT
0

assts.

TP
14
14

:1
2
5
0

2

I

rbds :

8
I

14

0

2

I

I
8

0

22

18
rbds.

0
16

68

assts~

TpB.

4
0

0

7

7

0
0

9

0

2

0
0

8
0

J
0

4
3

I

2

0
6
I
5
2
0

12
4
18
10
6
13

2

Totals
27

18

17

I

0
0
0

0
0

421
265
179 287

GamesMinutesGAG.i\vg.Svs.Sv. i\vg.Pct.W.L.T.
18

992

72

II

' 5:11

35

4.35
3.95

480
237

29.0
26.8

870 14-2--0
.871 !>-4--0

200 YD. BUTTERFLY
Kinne (V ) 2:09 .8
Richdale <NH) 2: 19.04
Ludvigen (NHJ 2:21.02
Gelhaar (VJ 2:21.5
100 YD . FREESTYLE
Miller (V) 52.l
Prevedini ( NHJ 52.5
Haun <V ! 53.2
Hayden <NH) 54.1

50 YD . FREESTYLE
Kirkwood (V) 22.8
Gelhaar (V J 23.0 .
Prevedini <NH! 23.07
Haden (NH J 24 .6
Houn <VJ 24.6

200 YD. BACKSTROKE
2Levy (VJ 2:08.7
DeJager <NH'! 2:08.6
Kepler (VJ 2: 14.2
Platow (VJ 2: 15.0

200YD . INDI. MEDLEY
Levy <VJ 2:09.6
Platow (VJ 2: 10.3
Charington <NH J 2: 17.7

500 YD FREESTYLE
Kirkwood (VJ 5:15.7
Demeritt <V! 5:22.9
Cherrington (NHJ 5:58.3
Dunn <VJ 5:38.3

ONE METER DIVING
Deluca (VJ 218.9
Lowry (V J 203. 35
Caldwell <NH ! 100.20

BU vs. Northeastern
BC vs. Harvard

FG.

33

400 MEDLEY RELAY
2VT . <Kepler-DeMerrittKopel-MillerJ 4:03.5
l NH. <Defager-Cherrington Ludvigsen-Prevedini J 4:00.3

250 YD . FREESTYLE
Hentiques (VJ 1:56.8
Demeritt <VJ 1:56.9
Richdale <NHJ 2:02 .6
Kinne (VJ 2:00.6

Basketball
UNH 68 BU 67

.540

Cornell at Harvard
Providence at Vermont

Men's swimming
UVM· 83 UNII 30

1,000 YD FREESTYLE
Zibro <V ! 11 :48.9
Sumner (NHJ 13:00.7
Coupland (NH J 16:47.8

118-Joe Viola <UConnJ d . Scott Wood <UNH J 18-12
126-Steve Merlino <UConn J d . John Boghos <UNHJ 10-1
134-Nabil Boghos <UNH d. Dave Penchloof 11-1
142 Mike Latessa (UNHJ pinned Joe Cassidy (UConn J
150-Walt Nugent <U NHJ d. Dean Steele 7-2
158-Chet Davis <UNHJ d . Bob Leighton 13-8
167-Mark Garlasco <UConnJ pinned Larry DeGaravilla <U NH J
177-Bill Fogarty <UNHJ tied Ed Herald IUConn J 7-7
JOO-George Murray <UConn J pinned Doug King c UNH J
UN'L- Glenn Myers cUNH J pinnecfDan Coleman cUConn J

.870
.830
.690

Last Night
Goals

UNH 24 UConn 17

ECAC Standings

Second period
3-1 Yale Carlson (Row , Wheeler) 5~15
3-2 Yale D. Harrington <Ullman , Thomas ) 16 :44 pp

Name

Wrestling

UNH's Brad Holt 06) has
Yale goalie Keith Allain out of
position and an open goal to
shoot at. Holt scored giving
UNH a --2-0 lead. (Scott
Spalding photo)

UNH gymnastics win tri-meet
The UNH women's gymnastics
team defeated Boston State and
the University of Vermont by a
104_84 _71 score in their first meet
of the season before over 1000
people at Lundholm gymnasium
Saturday night.
I~ wa~ the first loss !hat the
Um".erst ty of Vermont s gymnasb<:s squad has suffered from_a
Nort~ern New ~ngland team m
the history of their school.
..
UNH coach Lou Dati h o

believes that one of the reasons in the floor exercises while
Seidert, another freshthat his team won so eas11y was Laurie
because UVM overconfidently man, took second in the balance
left two of their 'top performers beam.
''Christine Leahey had .a· good
home.
There are four events in performance in the vault, the
women's gymnastics: the vault, beam and the floor exercises,"
the uneven bars, the balance sadi Datilio, "Leslie Hepler did
beam and the floor exercises, and well on the beams and the uneven
UNH Freshman Linda Schneider bars and Harri Rosenberg per, took first place in all of them.
formed well _on the vault and
Sophomore
Mary
Jane · bars."
The team will travel to DarVourgault placed second in the
vault and uneven bars and third tmouth a week from tomorrow.

200 YD. BREASTSTROKE
Kopel (V ) 2:26.3
Zibro (V) 2:30.9
4 Ludvigsen ( NHJ 2: 47 .2
Parker <NH) 2:45.6

Clarkson edges RPI
The race for playoff sports in Division I is getting tighter with
nine teams vying for the last four playoff spots. RPI brought its
record to an even 8-8-0 defeating lowly SL Lawrence 7-4 after
losing a heartbreaking 7-6 game the night before to Clarkson in
Potsdam, N.Y. Bill Blackwood's goal at :2:28 ofthe final period '·
· proved to be the game winner for the Golden Knights. RPI~s Don
Armstrong's goal at 4: 10 of the third period brought the
Engineers to within one goal but Clarkson's Brian Shields
retaliated the late rally to total 33 saves for the game.
Princeton nearly pulled an upset against Harvard finally succumbing 5-4 in overtime to the Crimson. Bjll Hozack's goal at 4:53
in the overtime period won it for Harvard after Princeton's Craig
Treshman scored the equalizer with only 1: 12 left in regulation
·
· '
time.
~VM is slowly falling out of the picture even though they won
th_e1_r _last game. The Catamounts' 4-2 squeaker over hopeless
D1v1s10n II UMass only spells tro~ble unless they can put it
together in a must game against Providence tomorrow in
Burlington, Vt.
The Friars strengthened their hopes with an 8-3 win over ·
Colgate who is falling out of the playoff picture. The Red Raider's
plight is being felt by Dartmouth too who lost a crucial game to
CorneH 6-3 at Hanover. Tonight's game against Providence could
· mean the beginning of the end for the Big Green should they lose.
Brown is still struggling although it has pulled into a tie for ninth ·
•with Vermont and RPI. The Bruins 8-4 win over Penn was a must.
as is ton~ght's matchup ag~inst UNH.

UNH's Linda Schneider works out on the balance beam. The freshman gymnast won all four
events in Saturday's gymna_stics meet against Vermont and Boston State.
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sports
Edge BU 68-67

Hoopsters ·win
another squeaker
But the, story of the game, ac· By Andy Schachat
The UNH basketball team cording to Friel, was not the last
changed its nickname last week play regardless of its controverfrom the Wildcats to the sy. It was the fact that UNH has
Wirecats. First there was the reached the .500 mark for the first
Holy Cross game not being time since December, 1974.
"We just maintained our poise
decided until the last two minutes
which was followed two nights during the game,'' Friel said,
later by the Vermont overtime "l'm obviously very happy."
The Wildcats had to scrape for
victory. This past Saturday night
the UNH basketball team this wm. After tra11mg t>y eleven
defeated Boston University 68-67 points in the first half and six at
in a game that was not decided intermission, UNH dug in to
come back for the victory.
until the final buzzer sounded.
"Our defense won the game,"
The Wirecats dug in on defense
as the Terriers trailed by one said Friel, "We played very inpoint with 39 seconds left in the tense in the second half." BU had
game. After running the clock 39 points in the first half, 28 in the
down and missing a shot, BU still second.
The outside shooting was the
trailed with seven seconds to go
key to UNH's offense. Guards
but still had the ball.
Center Curt Vanlandingham Keith Dickson and Paul Dufour
missed a ten foot shot and for- 04 points each) continually hit
ward Steve Wright missed on the from long range and enabled the
follow-up. UNH center Tom Wildcats to stay with BU. ForCavanaugh came up with the ward Peter Laskaris, more noted
loose ball after a mad scramble for his inside play, was also effective with his outside shooting
and UNH had the win.
At the buzzer both coaches and scored most of his team high
rushed on to the court. Gerry 16 points from the outside. BU
Friel because he was ecstatic guard Chuck Whitt led all scorers
with his team's victory (which with 18 pojnts.
brought UNH's record to 10-10)
The margin of victory however
and BU coach Roy Sigler because came not from outside shooting
he thought a foul should have but from the foul line. The Wildbeen called on Cavanaugh at the cats shot 10 for 11 from the
end and wanted to share his charity stripe while BU only sank
thoughts with the referee.
1 of 2 from the free throw line.
"Wright had his shot blocked
The first half saw the Terriers
by Peter Laska ris," said _ show why they may have been
Cavanaugh after the game. "I better than their 4-14 record. BU
went for th~ ball and Wright
caught the back of my legs and BASKETBALL, page 18
fell , I didn't touch him."

Harvard, BU
win in Beanpot
Harvard's George Hughs scored with 29 seconds left to go in the
game to give the Crimson a 4-2 win over Boston College in the
opening round of the Beanpot Tournament last night.
Murray Dea scored into an open net with two seconds left as BC
pulled goalie Paul Skidmore in favor of a sixth skater.
Harvard outshot the Eagles 34-19 but Skidmore was up to
the task.
In the other game, Boston University scored six third period
goals to defe3t Northeastern 10-5. Rick Meagher got the hat trick
for the Terriers and Dave Silk added two mroe as seven BU
players scored.
.
.
_
Harvard and BU meet next Monday in the fmals while BC and
NU meet in the consolation.

UNH's Bob Gould celebrates after beating Yale goalie Keith Allain with the Wildcats'
first goal of Saturday's game, which UNH won 5-4 in overtime. Marshall Hamilton (17) is at
right for Yale. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

Brown here tonight

Icemen edge Yale in .OT
Allain.
Brown, everyone's pick for the
"Jon(Fontas) shot it and the
top in the ECAC, visits Durham rebound came out," said Gould in
tonight to play UNH (7:00 p.m., a happy UNH locker room after
Snively Arena) in hockey.
the game. "I slapped at it. Barry
The Bruins are somewhat of a (Edgar) said it hit his skate and
disappointment this year. Rather went under the goalie's arm."
than fighting for the top spot in
The controversy arose when one
the ECAC, Brown is in tenth referee whistled the puck dead
place (6-7) praying for a spot in and ruled no goal. But after a
the playoffs.
discussion with the other ref (and
Bruins coach Dick Toomey a little help from some UNH
feels his team still has a chance players), the goal was awarded
to make the playoffs. "I hope we to UNH.
can put it together before its too
"The first ref said it didn't go
late."
in," said Gould, "The other ref
Toomey has shaken up his lines . said it went in before the
to try and generate some offense. whistle."
His top line of Bill Gilligan, Bob
Yale thought it didn't go in and
McIntosh, and Lukewich is one the entire team including coach
example of the shake up . Thes€ Tim Taylor rushed out to
players were together on the question the ref's decision. When
s'ame line their freshman year it became evident that further
when the Brown frosh unit went arguing would hurt their chances
undefeated.
for getting a Christmas card
Both teams are coming off from the ref's mother, the Eli's
wins. Brown defeated Penn 8-4 began to throw their sticks in
Saturday while UNH edged Yale frustration.
5-4 in overtime.
Allain shattered his stick
Yale probably played their best against the back glass and Dave
hockey game of the season last Harrington, who scored two goals
_:weekend. The Elis came close _to including the tying goal sending
handing the Wildcats thetr third - the game into overtime, broke his
upset in four games. UNH was stick against the glass sending
saved by a controversial gval in pieces of the stick into the crowd.
the overtime period.
After Yale left the ice and went
Bob Gould· was awarded -his into the locker roor,1, no one came
second goal of the night when the out to discuss the matter with the
puck trickled irrpast goalie Keith · press.
By Ed McGrath

Myers pins down victory

AHain's actions atter tne game
could not overshadow his play on
the ice. He was THE reason Yale
was in the game. The freshman
from Worcester, Mass. made 38
saves and if he plays like tiiat ·for
the next four years, Taylor will
have no worry about a goalie. _
The way the Yale defense was
playing, many of UNH's chances
looked like "Shootout in the
ECAC". Allain made saves one
on one, on his side, on his back,
through a crowd and a few of the
basic routing saves like a shot
from the point.
With about four minutes left,
Yale got a break. Allain made
saves on Bruce Crowder and
Peter Noonan. Gary Burns came
into thP slot and rifled the puck
into the.:: net and through the top.
The goal would have made it 5-3
UNH but the-refs disallowed it
saying the puck was tied up.
"The puck went through the top
of the net," said Burns, "The ref
said he (Allain) had the puck tied
up."
Yale came back minutes later
to tie the game but UNH overpowered the Elis in the overtime
outshooting them 7-3.
"We had a letdown in the ·
second period (Yale drew to
within one)," said assistant
coach Dave O'Connor. "We
played well in the overtime
though. If we played that way the
whole game, we would've blown
them out."

Wrestlers hold off UConn
By Lee Hunsaker,
It was a perfect story book ending to what had to be the most
exciting wrestling match at UNH
in some time.
Leading by one point going into
the final match of the night,
UNH's heavyweight Glenn Myers
was called on to perform a ·
miracle. And he did.
With just two days of practice
under his belt Myers took to the
mat and pinned Dan Coleman of
UConn to provide UNH with their
third straight victory of the year
24-17.

. Boston Red Sox catcher Carleton Fisk looks on with concern
during the UNH wrestling meet last Friday night. Fisk has
been working out with the UNH Wrestling and BAseball
teams in .preparation for spring training with the Red Sox
next month. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

-"It's a great feeling, fantastic," said Myers as he exalted
over his win. :, I just wish they
hadn't made it so tough for me.''
Myers' pin put an end to a late
surge by the Huskies who had
seen their early lead overturned
by the Cats into a 16-7 deficit.
"Glenn came through when we
needed him.," said captain Walt
Nugent.
"It was a big effort." commented Mike Latessa later. "We
remembered the forfeit from last

year -and were super psyched for the 200 ph,1s partisan crowd.
the match. The coach reallv
Both wrestlers came out storm1busted us in practice all week ing ~nd after a series of rever- .
long so we had to win it."·
sals and take downs the score
Last year the Cats led UConn stood at 7-5 Leighton's favor at
18-15 going into the heavyweight the end of the first period.
class but had to forfeit the match
Davis came back in the second
because they had no one to with a reversal to take the lead 8wrestle.
·
7 much to the disagreement of
After watching UNH lose their tr Conn's coach St.eve Benson,
opening two matches, Nabil who screamed wildly at the ref
.Hoghos ( 134 lb. class) over- from the Huskie 'bench.
powered UConn's Dave Penchloof
In the third period Davisl then
for a 11-1 win to bring the score to drove up his advan4lge to 12-8
7-4 UConn.
before a shoulder injury to
"I just wanted to win really Leighton temporarily halted the
bad." said Boghos later. "The match. Once the match resumed,
guys told me I had to turn it Davis rode atop Leighton to take
around so I went out there a 13-8 victory giving UNH their
aggressive. It's the only way to biggest.lead of the night at 16-7.
win a match."
- UConn staged a comeback
Latessa followed Boghos' ad- when Huskie Mark Garlasco
vice in the 142 lb. class and scored a take down over UNH's
wasted no time in pinning Joe Larry DeGaravilla with 30
Cassidy 22:08 into the second seconds left in the match.
period.
Huskie Ed Herald then tied 177
In the 158 pound class, UNH's
Chet Davis and UConn's Bob
WRESTLING page 18
Leighton staged a wild battle for

